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Czechs Feel Full Impact
Of Russian Occupation

Rev. Harris
Dies Suddenly
n Saturday

The Murray Woman's Oa
will present a group of eight-By JAMES 0. JACKSON
urity, such as that which came
Six persons were treated at Madrigal Singers from Murray
From col- with the invasion, the family
(UPI)
PRAGUE
dirthe
under
County
the Murray-Calloway
State University,
or television to pork chops holds the fattened pig either
Hospital over the weekend, ac- ection of Robert Saar, in a proCzechoslovaks today felt an eco- to eat themselves or to await a
Ws miss Homer Pogue Homer
cording to officiate at the hos- gram at the club house tonight
Rev. A. R Harris, Baptist
nomic pinch that came with the better price.
always got a big kick out of seepital.
(Monday) at 7:30 p.m
sudSoviet bloc invasion in August
In the nation's plans for coling some strange looking bird.
Sunday at 12:45 p.m. Darrell
Mrs. Dan Keller, president, minister for 44 years, died
industry officials said.
or television, a government
Every time we published the
Hopkins, age 16, and Hersie B. and the Music Department urge denly Saturday at 6:45 p.m. lie
They said this occupied nat- statement Aug. 8, two weeks
Whooping Crane report, he
Hopkins, age 55, both of Ben- all members and guests to at- was stricken at his home, 1613
wis
and
Road,
Farm
is being forced to accept an before the invasion, said that
College
ion
mentioned the fact that these
of
program
ton Route Three, near Kirt3eY, tend this special
arrival
at
system of color televi- the experts agreed that the soon
dead
inferior
pronounced
almost extinct birds were gradwere treated for injuries re- music.
County
sion because it is the kind the called "Pal" system was techniually making headway.
portedly sustained in a car acHostesses from the various the Murray-Calloway
Soviets chose for themselves. cally superior to the "Secam"
cident.
departments will include Mes- Hospital.
Shortly before the Aug. 21 system.
The minister was 74 years of
A small Squirrel, apparently
Young Hopkins had an in- dames C. L. Sharborough, E. S
invasion, the Czechoslovaks had
The French-devised "Secem"
from the second or late crop of
jury to the leg and the older Diuguid, R. A. Johnston, John age and was born October 1,
decided on a West German col- system had been adopted for
the year, crawling timorously
man had an injury to the left J. Livesay, Macon Blankenship, 1894. to John and Faithie Cunof Trigg Counor television system.
use by the-&oviit Union. "Pal,"
out on the end of a limb, then
leg.
Henry Holton, Lester Nanny, ningham Harris
Maxwiell D. Sledd
The officials also said this on the other hand, was the type
suddenly filled with great coif:
Rev. A. R. Harris
Mrs. Melda Waldrop, age 72, Richard Tuck, Alfred Wolfson, ty. He was married to the formnation - so fond of pork - is in use by West Germany.
fidence, leaps out into space to Maxwell
of Murray was treated Sunday H J. Bryan, Ed Chris/nen, Cal er Attie Cook Harris on Februeating less meat because the
An engineer at Prague's large
grab anxiously at the tip end
afternoon for contusions to the Luther, J. I. Hock, Graves ary 7, 1914, who survives him.
invasion upset farm production. Testa Electronics Complex said
of another limb. He swung on
side, according to hospital re- Sledd, Edgar Howe, Charles The couple was married in a
The manager of a major meat the nation was ready to adopt
with his tail flying and scamp.
cords.
Mercer, A. D. Butterworth, double wedding with George
plant, interviewed on the "Pal" system before August
packing
Calloway
Linn
of
and
Etta
ered on to more secure ground.
B.
Imes,
about
Whit
Saturday
two p.m. Mn. Ralph McCuiston,
Czechoslovakia television, said "But even then we had politiRev. Maxwell D. Sledd of Frank Falls, age 59, of Ailing- H. Cooper, Wade Crawford, M. County in Paris, Tenn. Rev, and
there is a good supply of meat cal problems with the Soviets
Climbing up the trunk of the Murray, foreign missionary to ton, Va., was treated for lacers- P Christopher, Hiram Tucker, Mrs. Harris would have celebut that it was not as great as over it.
tree, he stopped and starred Nigeria, now on furlough, was tions sustained in a car accid- T. C. Emerson E. C. Jones, John brated their 55th wedding anit would normally be at this "Now, of course, there is no
off into space as if expecting at- the guest speaker at the ent at the local hospital.
Ryan, Wayne Williams, G. B. niversary on February 7, 1969.
time of year.
question about using 'Pal'. We
Rev. Harris had been minister
tack from moat any direction. Twelfth 'Street Baptist Church,
Reports are that Mr. and Mn. Scott, Joel Crawford, H. B. Bat"The August events had an won't."
Paducah, on Sunday. He is a Ellis were enroute to Murray ley, N. P. Hutson, William Pur- of Baptist churches in Calloway,
effect on animal husbandry," he
Six full grown Squirrels on Sat- native of Gilbertsville.
for the wedding of their niece, dom, Frank Holcomb, E. R. Ha- Trigg, Marshall, and Graves
said. Therefore, there is a shortcounties
for
44
years.
He
was
a
Mr.
urday afternoon were having
Sledd was appointed by Miss Mary Leslie Erwin, on Sat- gen, Misses Rezina Seater and
By ALVIN B. WEBB JR.
age primarily of pork.
member of the Emmanuel Bapa ball. It was cold, but sunry, the Foreign Mission Board of urday when they were involved Cappie Beale.
.
SAIGON (UPI) - Firing maThe plant manager did not
and they seemed to be filled the Southern Baptist Convent- in a three oar smashup near
Other hostesses will include
grenades
hurling
and
chineguns
detail difficulties caused by the
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
with the joys of spring. They ion in 1961 as missionary to Clarksville. They were able to Mesdames Jerry Roberts, Mil
feet
eight
only
Communists
at
cut all kinds of shenanigans, Nigera. While stationed there, come on to Murray in time fox lard Carman, Tommy Chrisp, Attie Cook Harris; one daugh- away. U.S. troops smashed a invasion but one aspect of the
movin: with such speed that he served as field evangelist her to be treated and attend John Crouch, William T. Doss, ter, Mrs. H. T. (Dorothy) Dan- 600-roan North Vietnamese at- problem is the tradition of saving and family pig in time of
they literally flitted from one and local business manager in the wedding events.
Howard ner, South 10th Street; two tack near Saigon, military
Fandrich,
William
crisis.
Port Harcourt. He then worked
point to another.
Miss Judy Morgan, age 16, Brandon, Gene Parker, C. C. sons, Marvin Harris, 1840 West spokesmen said today.
Most families, including those
as business manager for the and Miss Anita Tucker, age 17, Lowry, John Bryant, Phillip Olive Street, and J. W. Harris,
Spec. 4 David L. Thomas of who work on communal farms,
Sitting there in front of the Baptist Medical Center in Og- both of Atlanta, Ga., were ad- Mitchell, Paul Sturm, Howard 1618 College Farm Road; two Quincy, Calif., in one burst cut
window drinking coffee and a bomosho until July 1968, when mitted to the hospital on Sat- Koenen, Sam Knight, John Pas- sisters. Mrs. Willie Jones o f down eight Communists eight are allowed to raise at least one
Donald R. Rowlett, son of Mr.
leaf broke loose from the top- he and his family returned to urday after suffering injuries co, Bethel Richardson, Bailey Kirksey and Mrs. Nora Peal of feet in front of his M60 ma- pig. They may either sell it or
and Mrs. Buford Rowlett If
most branch of the Post Oak. the United States for a fur- in a car accident on North 16th Gore, Clegg Austin, Buddy Val- Paducah; one brother, Murray chinegun in Sunday's battle of keep it for their own use.
In times of security, a family New Concord, is now serving
It seemed to hang in space, lough.
Street late Friday night which entine, Chad Stewart, Rob Ray, Harris of Toledo, Ohio; seven Ben Cat.
usually sells the pig for the with the U.S. Navy at Great
three
great
supported by some unseen therThe missionary is married to was reported in Saturday's Led- Joe Hal Spann, G. T. Lilly, Ben grandchildren;
Sgt. David C. Evasco of Lin- city market. In time of insec- Lakes
Illinois Naval Training
mal current, then it went into the former Betty Sanders of ger & Times. The girls were Humphreys, D. W. Whisenhunt, grandchildren.
coln. Neb., battling beside a
Funeral services were held
Center.
a gigantic slide toward the Detroit, Mich. They are the par- dismissed from the hospital the Ken Adams, John Nance, Rich.
flaming ammunition bunker in
at 2:30 p.m. at the EmRowlett was one of ten men
ground some sixty feet away. ents of four children: Gary, in same day.
mond Beam, A. L. Hough, Henthe 1st Infantry Division camp,
enlisting in the US. Navy from
Just before it landed, a gentle the Army in Germany; Gloria,
ry Holton, Woodfin Hutson, mantle' Baptist Church with looked through the explosions
codie Caldwell, Rev. Thomas Fortner and Rev,
tits -area tlItTring November, acbreeze caught it and suspended a student nurse in Atlanta, Ga.;
June Smith,
and saw "three enemy stick
cording to Senior Chief Petty
it motionless, inches above the and Jimmy and Nancy, stuRobert W. fruie, Dan Hutson, Norman Culpepper officiating. their heads up and stare. I wipPallbearers were
D. Jones,
ground, then slowly allowed it dents at Murray High School.
The total rainfall for the Officer Ed English of the l'aTom Rowlett, Misses Beth
all three out with a hand
ed
Dwain Jones, BobLy Watson,
to decend until it finally rested
Broach and. Madelyn Lamb.
month of November was 5.04 ducah Navy Recruiting office.
grenade"
Both Mr. and Mrs. Sledd have
Ronnie Danner,,,. and Randall
David A. Frizzell, son of Mr.
on the breast of Mother Earth, Lspoken at numerous
inches,
killed
according to John Ed
defenders
U.S.
800
The
meetings
Kursave. Intermeirt was in the
and Mrs. Mahlon Frizzell, 419
from which it origina.' sprang. sn Murray ant" Calloway Corlett,s'
Scott,
local
Vietweather
the
North
observer.
of
at least 44
Murray Memorial Girdens with
Scott said the normal for Nov- South 9th Street, is one of five
Mrs. Nadine Turner, director
namese The Communists raced
They attend the Memorial Bapthe
arrangements
by
the
BlaA peer Wasp, clinging to the tist Church here in
of nursing at the Murray-Calloback into the jungle. The U.S. ember, based on past records, men from the area enlisting in
Murray.
lock-Coleman Funeral Home.
outside of the door frame waitway County Hospital and presicamp suffered one American is four inches. Most of the rain Navy's Delay program.
resiI a
Chief English said the station
ing for its inevitable fate.
dent of the Kentucky Nurses
killed and 36 others wounded. for the month fell on Wednesstill has openings during the
Association, and Capt. Gaylord
At the same time Sunday, a day. November 27.
Notre Dame should have won
T. Forrest of Murray, director
U.S. Marine forces walked into
Scott said the rainfall so far month of December for t h e
that game Saturday. The score
o
the Community Mental
a Communist trap 13 miles for December is .63. The high "Delayed Enlistment" program.
1623
Garland,
Mrs. Melvie
should have been something
Health Center of Western Kensouth of Da Nang. UPI photo- temperature Sunday was 51 and This is a program that allows a
like 21 to 24. Notre Dame had
tucky, will participate in a re- College Farm Road, received a
grapher Kent Potter, with the the low last night was 42. It man to enlist in the Navy and
one touchdown called back and
Deputy Sheriff Calton Mor- gional conference of health laceration to the head in a two
Leathernecks, said the Ameri- was 45 degrees at eight a.m. to- still remain at home for four
months after enlistment.
the fluke interception on the gan investigated a two vehicle care costs to be held in Harris- car accident Sunday morning at
DONALD THORNTON
cans figured hours of U.S. air day, said Scott.
5:20. according to the report
second play of the game chang- collision yesterday at 5:15 pan. burg, Pa., December 10-11.
STANFORD, Calif. (UPI) - and artillery bombardment had
Police
DeMurray
filed
by
the
ed the outcome.
on US. Highway 641 three milts
Approximately 200 representCoeds at Stanford University wiped out the 150 Communists
north of Murray.
atives in health fields, insur- partment.
have probably achieved the ul- cornered in a series of jungle
Police said Mrs. Garland, timate
No injuries were reported, ance, industry, business and laNotre Dam* almost stopped 0
equality in the fight for bunkers. The Marines advanced.
93
J. Simpson cold, however this but damage was reported to bor will meet to discuss the driving a 1967 Chevrolet two women's rights. They've moved
Census - Adults
Waited Patiently
6
takes nothing away from this both the car and pickup truck problems of containment of ris- door hardtop, was going south right into the fratrnity house- Nothing happened until the
Census - Nursery
involved.
great player.
ing health care costs while as- on South 12th Street. She fail- bag and baggage, nylons and Marines were in the middle of Admissions, November 29, 1968
1968
Mercury
in
to
see
the
The various Baptist churches
ed
Vehicles involved were a suring quality service.
Mrs. Nell Cloys, Route 1, Murthe bunker area. The Communcurlers.
Calloway County
Cooking eggs this morning and 1965 Oldsmobile station wagon
The conference chairman will front of her starting to turn onThe novel living arrangement,ists rose and fired. Machinegun ray; Mrs. Billie Paschall, Route in Murray and
dropped one of the darn things driven by Doris Ann Durbin of be Dr Russell A. Nelson, presi- to Story Avenue and hit the is the work of Lambda Nu, a fire raked into the Marine pos- 3, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary will be having special programs
on the floor.
Owansboro and owned by Mrs. dent of Johns Hopkins Hospi- Mercury in the rear end, accord- Greek letter fraternity that ob- itions.
Archer, Sharon Church Rd., this week in observance of the
Doris Durbin of Owensboro, tal in Baltimore, Md. He is pest ing to the police report.
tamed university approval for
For three hours the Leather- Mayfield; George Brand, Dutch Week of Prayer for. Foreign
The Mercury is owned by
It was cooked, but the yolk and a 1953 Dodge pickup truck president 'of. the American Hosnecks battled to save themselv- Mill Hotel, Mayfield; James Missions.
the experiment this fall.
Frank Kirks and was being dri"His Saving Grace Proclaim"
broke and splattered Did we owned by Willie Dean Kirk and pital Association.
Despite some suspicion that es. Pierre Issot, a UPI movie Nix, Box 331, Murray; Robert
The keynote speaker is to be ven by Bobby F. Kirks of Mur- the combination of 32 college cameraman who suffered a leg Bowden. 1613 Farmer Ave., is the theme of the special procurse and rave and wave our driven by Buford Downey of
grams written by Janice Singlearms in frustration? Of course Murray Route Six.
Thomas M Tierney, director of ray Route Four.
men and 23 women in the same wound in the fighting, said the Murray; Baby girl Morton, Rt.
Damage to the Mercury was
ton that have been published in
not. We merely scooped it up, The deputy sheriff said the Social Security's Bureau of
house means certain trouble, Communist fire was so heavy 5, Benton; Baby boy Edwards,
the Royal Service magazine by
put it in a saucer, cut it up Durbin car was going north and Health Insurance. He was presi- on Akie rear end and to the the Lambda Nu's themselves that Marine ambulance helicop- Route I. Benton.
the Woman's missionary Union
Dismissals
and called Lady the dog, all the the Downey truck was going dent of the Colorado Hospital Chevrolet on the front end.
ters were unable to reach the
deny it.
Sunday at 12:50 p.m. another
Early Brandon, Box 114, Ha- of the Southern Baptist Conwhile commenting mentally on south when the collision occurr- Service (Blue Cross) for 10
"Our fraternity is not like a U.S. wounded But the Marines
two car accident occurred at
zel; Mrs. Delios Scott, Route 1, vention.
the frailty of the human race ed. Witnesses told Deputy Mor- years.
regular Saturday night orgy
These programs give highThe conference director will Sycamore a n d South 12th house," said Diane Brower, 21, (Continued on Back Page)
Almo; Carl Ray, 414 South 9th
and how prone to error it is. gan that the truck was over
be M. H. Dewberry, regional Streets and was investigated by Candon, S. C., one of the coeds
the left line.
Street, Murray; Mrs. Cindy Rob- lights of the Baptist mission
Damage to the car was on commissioner for Social Secur- the Murray Polcie Department. who moved in.
erts, 211 East 18th Street, Ben- work in all parts of the world.
However in all truth, we must
NOW YOU KNOW
Cars involved were a 1965
the
left front end and to tte ity in Charlottesville, Va.
ton; Mrs. . Fannie McCuiston, The Lottie Moon Christmas ofadmit we were half asleep and
"A little hanky-panky goes on
Pontiac four door hardtop ownfering for the convention is
.not given to emotion of any- ruck on the left front end.
-very, very little," said Sally by United Press international Route 5, Murray; Mrs. Nancy
ed by Tabers Used Cars and
S1.5,500,000, which is used to
kind. It is difficult to get Mad
Hines, 21, Fairfax, Va. "It's
The human blood groups, 0, Grimes. 4270 Bower Lane, Windriven by Gerald K. Tabers of
further the mission cause aor anything else at thatt hour of
mostly a brother-sister relation- A, B, and AB, were discovered ston-Salem, N. Carolina; Miss
806 Sunny Lane, and a 1965
round the world.
the day. In fact we Were sort
ship and it does have its bene- early this century by Karl Mildred Ladd, Dexter; Mrs.
Ford four door hardtop driven
Persons are asked to check
Marlene Shadowen, Route 2,
of coasting and did not wake up
fits . . I'm finding out things Landsteiner.
by Eugene Joe Tarry, Jr., of
the announcements in the Led739
Taylor,
Willie
Murray;
guys
I
never
knew
beabout
until hot grease spattered an
Murray Route Five.
BEAGLE FOUND
Nash Drive, Murray; Baby boy ger & Times and with their varThe Kappa Department of the
fore."
us That's when we really woke
Christmas
Club
Optunist
Police said Tarry was going
Roberts, 211 E. 18th Street, ious churches to see the dates
arrangepresent
Murray
Under
the
Woman's
Club
has
postup.
the
sale
at
Trees are now on
north on South 12th Street and
A Beagle has been found Benton; Baby boy Scott, Route and times of these special proponed
ment,
the
girls
occupy
one
wing
its
scheduled
December
vacant lot by the side of Freed
made a left turn in front of
grams.
near New Providence, Owner 1, Almo.
There Is nothing like a good Cotham on Chestnut Street, ac- 3rd meeting and rescheduled it the Tabers car going south on of the split-level fraternity and
may
calling
436-2368
have
by
for
the
boys
Live
in
the
other.
They
Tuesday,
December
17,
at South 12th Street.
splatt of hot grease to waken cording to Paul Dailey, Jr. preAdmissions, November 211, 1968
6:30 p.m.
are allowed to visit in each and describing the dog.
one
sident of the Optimist Club and
Damage to the Tabers car,was
Mrs. Jessie Cody, Route 3,
This
will be the annual on the right front and to the other's rooms and there are no
Jerry Bowden, who is in charge
Murray; Mrs. Jean Orr, Route
Christmas party with the guests
rules that doors must be left
A sign has been erected in of the project.
Tarry car on the right rear
2, Hazel; Mrs. Donna Edwards,
open or a third person be preJackson County on U.S. 421, The trees are Scotch Pine being children of the members
Route 1, Benton; Edgar Mad- The Faxon Mothers Club will
sent.
near McKee, Kentucky which and are available in several and Santa Claus. Mrs. Dan Mildox, Route 3. Murray; Mrs. hold its regular monthly meet"You just invite the boy in
reads as follows: "Proceed with sizes Proceeds from the tree ler will be the director of carol
Nancy Grimes. 4270 Bower
and you talk," Miss Brower
caution Next 29 miles of U.S. sale will go toward projects singing.
ing at the school on WednesLane, Winston Salem, North
said. "In fact, we're talking aHostesses will be Mrs Ed
421 are extremely dangerous. of the club to aid underprividay. December 4, at 1:30 p
Morton,
Mrs.
Mary
Carolina;
rooms
alternate
boy-girl
Overbey,
Mrs.
bout
Dan Shipley, Mrs.
Jackson County has one doctor, leged youth.
One dollar Christmas gifts
Funeral services for RayRoute 5, Benton; Master Mice will be exchanged. Mrs
Robert N. Scott, Mrs. Hugh T. mond Alexander, prominent for next year."
no hospital, but we do have a
Albert
Route
1,
Murray;
Master
Ray,
.tushing, Mrs. Harold Hurt, and farmer of Murray Route Five,
What do the Lambda Nu men
good wrecker service and a
Wilson, president, urges all moGarland,
Route
1,
MurRoger
Mrs. E. D Roberts.
good funeral home".
thers to attend this meeting.
were held Sunday at two p.m. think of the arrangement?
ray.
"I think it's great." said
at the chapel of the Max H.
Dismissals
Christopher Murlas, president
That should slow folks down.
Churchill Funeral Home with
L. Roy Lassiter, 408 South
Rev. Johnson Easley and Rev. of the fraternity. He believes it
usit.a Press I ate rasa town'
8th Street, Murray; Berton Gee,
is the first fraternity house in
The person who has everything
R J. Burpoe officiating.
Route 4, Murray; Mrs. Linda
the world with live-in coeds.
should be quarantined.
EdRoy
Pallbearers
were
by United Press Internation.
Broach, 217 South 12th Street,
The
girls,
however,
are
not
ofmonds, Allen Poole, Bob Evans,
Mostly cloudy east to partly
Murray; Baby boy Broach, 217
ficial
fraternity
members.
Also If you wonder what to
Prof. John Winter will pre. William M. Whitnell, Joe Pat
cloudy west. High today 48 east
South 12th Street. Murray; Mrs.
"The
girls
are
really
great
give the person who has everyto 56 west Cloudy east to most- sent the program at the meet- Carraway, and Burt Dodd. In- people to live with," said Steve
Dora Houser, Box 39, Route 1,
thing, how about a burglar aly clear west tonight, low 38-, ing of the Delta Department of terment was in the Murray City Parker, 19, Anahoal. Hawaii. '1
Benton; Thomas Buchanan (Exthai
is
version
larm. Another
arrangeCemetery
with
the
the
Murray
Woman's
Club
to
east to 46 west Mostly fair
pired). Route 1, Hazel.
only wish there were more of
a person who has everything
ments
Churchill
by
the
H.
be
held
Tuesday,
Max
December 3,
east Tuesday to cloudy west
them - that is if they would
should have a shot of penicilat 7:30 p.m. at the club house. Funeral Home.
with chance of rain
lin.
FOUR CITED
Mr. Alexander, age 67, died only stop running around in MISSING
Mrs. J. D. layburn is pro
San Francisco
their robes and curlers."
gram chairman and urges all suddenly Friday morning.
authorities are searching for
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
Tony Siciliano, 19, Salt Lake
Four persons were cited by
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Black Panther leader EldLOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) - members to hea- this entertain
LUNCHEON MEET
City, may have best summed up
the Murray Police Department
program.
ing
one
Mable
Alexander,
Downs
ridge Cleaver labovel as a
The five-day Kentucky weather
male
reaction
to
the
co-educaServing as hostesses will be son, Tommy Alexander, two
parole violator. Cleaver, 33, over the weekelid. They were
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of outlook, Tuesday through Sattwo for no operator's, lictense,
and tional living plan.
Michael
Mrs. Nell Rayburn, Mrs. C. B grandchildren,
urday.
Church
Presbyterian
"Nobody's leaving because of was paroled in 1966 after one for public drumenetestiland
the First
Get Your Christmas Tree at
Ford, Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Mrs Laurie Alexander, three sisters,
Temperatures
will
serving
years
of
a
13average
nine
Christmas
3
it," Sicilian° said. "Besides, the
will have its annual
one for' permitting javenile to the Optimist Club lot next to
Hart,
Mrs.
Albert
George
Aubrey
Mrs.
Tens
Mrs.
Hat
Colburn,
to
6
degrees
above
the
normal
assaulf
' _alentence for
girls make cookies every once Yen,
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Enix, and Mrs Dick Sykes, and
drive a car, according to the Freed COthaM on Chestnut
cher, and Mrs. E. B. Howton,
44-51 highs and 26-34 lows
' and criminal attack.
in a while."
Vernon Campbell at noon.
Street.
one brother. Eli Alexander.
citation _reports.

D. Sledd
Baptist Missionary,
Speaks At Church

U.S. Troops
Smash Cong
Thrust Today

Local Men
Enlist In
U.S.Navy

Mrs. Turner And
Capt. Forrest To
Attend Conference

Vehicle Collision
Investigated By
Sheriff On Sunday

5,04 Inches Rain
Falls In November

miss.Garland
, Is 'Tired

Girls Move Into
Frat Houses. Has
Benefits Say Coeds

Hospital Report

Christmas Trees
Are On Sale Now

Special Programs
Planned By Baptist
Churches This Week

Kappa Department
Postpones Meeting

Mothers Club Will
Meet At Faxon

Raymond Alexander
Rites Held Sunday
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VIII LEDGElt &
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—

MUKII•Y. KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES

ALMANAC

PUBLISHEtt by L1CDGEIL • TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Ise., °moots:Ian= of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times. and
The Times-Herald. October 20, Ink and the West Laniaseklan.
January 1 1042
lea N. IAb Mrs* Multvers IlLsaussicr OKI

by Wetted Preee International
Today is Monday, Dec. 2. the
337th day of 1868 with 29 to
follow.
The moon is between its fine
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Man
and Jupiter.
The evening stare are Saturn
and Venus.
On this day in history:
In 1942, the Atomic Age WWI
born when scientists working
under a football stadium at the
University of Chicago demonstrated a self-sustaining nuclear
reaction.
In
1952,
President -elect
Dwight D. Eisenhower arrived
in Korea to fulfill a campaign
promise to visit the country in
hopes of ending the war
there.
In 1964, an estimated 2.5
million persons greeted Pope
Paul
as he visited Bombay, India,
In 1985, the United States
unemployment rate dropped to 4.2
percent of the labor force —
lowest in 8 years.
A thought for the day —
Admiral Chester Nimitz said,
"A ship is always referred
to
as a she because it cost so
much
to keep one in paint and
power"

Wk Abbt

JAMBS C WILLIALlita PUBLIBRER
ye noire* the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Miter.
ar Public Voice it, which. In our opinion. are not for the bast
interest ot our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIY1123: WALLACZ W1TMER 00., IMO
madman Ave. Memptus, Tenn. Time & Lift Bide.. New York, N.Y..
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Reluctant Father
Is 60 Years Old

Interest at the Poet °Mee. Murray, Rairiact3, for tramminion as
ascend Claa•Matem
SUBSCRIPTION RAT: By Oerrier In Murray, per week Me, par
month 8110 In Calloway and adJotning counties. per year, $620;
Zones I & 2. 80.00, Members 81100. All aervice subecrtritions MOO.
'The Owtesenallag Cbile Amen of a Oasamessaity
lanspirlty et Its Nowepapor'

By Abigail Van Buren

tie

DEAR ABBY My husband is 60 years old and I am el.
The doctor just told me that I am going to have a baby and my
husband is absolutely furious' He says a man HIS age can't
father children, and he has accused me of having relations with
another man I swear to God this is not true.
Abby. will you please tell my husband that a man his age
CAN father a child He won't listen to my doctor
FRANTIC

MONDAY - DECEMBER 2, 1968

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Now the serpent was more sulet11 than any beast of
the field which the Lord God bath made. And he said
unto the woman. Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat
of every tree of the garden? —Genesis 3:1.
The doubt in our minds concerning God's word, love,
wisdom and justice is planted by Satan.

Ten Years Ago Today
LKD011ta•TOM

raa

Mrs. William E. Anderson died at her home in Dearborn. Mich. She was the daughter of the late Arthur
and Deliah Moody of Freeland's Mill.
J. C. Maupin and James Johnson have bagged a deer
since the season opened.
Eugene Smith, Training School business critic teacher, and Jerry Shroat attended the annual convent/On
of the Southern Business Education Association held November 26-29 at Columbia, South Carolina.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hughes of Hopkinsville announce
the birth of a daughter, Pamela Jo, born November 14.

DEAR FRANTIC: Maybe he won't listen to me either, but
tell him that I said mea have been known to father children at
it N. 70. and even older. And vou can also tell him that meet
mem who become fathers at age 60 are pretty proud fathers, se
be ought to be ashamed of himself for his ugly accusations.
DEAR ABBY I am a 14-year-old girl and my problem is
my mother She's the world's biggest snoop No matter where I
hide my diary, she finds it. I think I should be able to have
some privacy, but I don't have any I guess my mother doesn't
trust me It doesn't do any good to keep a diary if you can't put
down the true facts, but now I'm afraid to I don't DO anything.
I'm ashamed of. but I also put down some of my "thoughts"
which might upset my mother.
Please pui your advice in the paper. If a letter ever came
to this house, my mother would "accidentally" open it.
NO PRIVACY
DEAR NO: Many mothers "snoop- out of cariosity. Some
feel they ran be better mothers if they know everything there
Is to {wow about their children. I'm for 100 per cent privacy.
You and your mother need to have a better understanding.
Give her a chance to be a friend by telling her more. And
maybe she'll snoop less.

DEAR ABBY This is for the 46-year-ol4i woman with the
52-year -old friend who won't tell her he "loves" her:
I could shed gobs of tears for her I have been married for
38 years. and my wife has never once told me in so many
words that she loved me But she has cooked my meals and
LILD01611•TUCKS DIM
washed my clothes, bore our children, fed the chickens,
More than 275 farmers in Calloway County have in- gathered the eggs. and she has even carried in the wood and
dicated that they will take part in the rat elimination built the fire to keep us warm. She has managed the family
campaign next week. S V. Foy, county agent, announced . spending so that we won't have to beg in our old age, or be
beholden to money-lenders.
today
Now if that isn't love, I don't know what love is.
In basketball Hickman defeated Murray Training in:
(signed! R H Ai: "LOVED"
an overtime 31 to 27, Hazel beat Puryear 72 to 29, Hardin
beat Almo 60 to 36, and Kirksey lost tea Sedalia:4S tbe S3t
e. '0..•
• is ei
CONFIDEINTIM,'TO 'MAD AT DAD.
The Association for Childhood Education announcsd
" N TENNESSEE
today that they are sponsoring a project that will placel Your father's excuse for refusing to give you away in marriage
a Christmas stocking in every needy home in the county. doesn't make much sense, since you offered to reimburse him
for the day's cork he'd miss. There must be another reason.
Larry Harris is chairman of the committee.
Mrs Jean Weeks announced today that she has or else Dad isn't playing with a full deck.
opened a beauty shop in her home at 609 Olive Street
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply write is Abby. Rol 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.. 90069 and
•••
ssetsse a stamped. self-addressed envelope.

20 Years Ago Today

RATE TO WRITE LETTERS? SEND
TO ABBY, BOX
Mee, LOS ANGELES, CAL., MOM. FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET
-HOW TO WRITE LETTERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS."
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•
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MID-SOUTH CHAMPION DANCERS—Dr. Jack Glanobe of
Princeton and Clara Baker of Paeucah, members of a cluunMenhir Paducah ballroom dancing team, display trophies
Obey won as overall Mid-South champions In the November
Easter Seal benefit dance competition in Memphis, Team

New
, Singing Cony.
12 .
ir4 -40:1;
As
Worts, Turns
.se Days at Our me, many Satandored
1 •311 mows
Guia,no Laura
Secret Storni
2 I tra`z.,4";::, Ed°,
Of Nieht

A rea Dancers Win

2
a .
A

At Memphis Meet
Area dancers representing Pa- The Paducah contestants were
ducab won the most awards in coached and directed by Jack
ballroom dancing competition
and Virginia Lloyd_ A local team
for the second time this year at
the November Easter seal heoe_ under their direction had also
won the May NABDS Mid-Ameritit Mid-South Dance Compen
bon finals at Memphis, T. can championship for a sweep of
from Western Ken. the South's two major ballroom
Contestants
lucky and Southern Illinois corn- competitions this year.
isrised the Paducah team which Amateur dancers representing
Paducah were Clara Atherton,
teceived 14 major awards.
The Paducah entries won the Alhe Burnley, Clara Baker. Ed
over-all Mid-South championship CluiPtilan. Imogene Hulsey. Roba wer d. the ever_en woman's ert Hulsey. Susie Leitch. Harry
Mid-South championship profes. Leitch, Dr. Jack Giannini, Marais:nal award and finished in sec- Ilherite Hayes, Judy Parker,
and and third places in therlohn Parker, Christian Osborn,
m e n's professional champion- Don Sera, Kay Templeton, Bill
Templeton. Joe Thunr.an, ChartiIpS
• Paducah pro-amateur teams Mile Shaw and A. E. Shaw.
o 10 first place division tro- The professionals were Benny
!fines and the Paducah team Harper, Ruth Johnson, Fero
with A. E. Shaw as captain won Logeman, Charles Thurman and
Elsie Thurman.
the sportsmanship award.
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For Tine Safety
NEW YORK ,t.:PI) -- -Never
overload tires and be sure they
have enough air for the load
carried.
The advice comes from the
Rubber Manufacturers Association which notes that travel
trailers. piekup campers. boat
and tent trailers and motor
homes can be loaded uninten-

°

Sees

Hews, W
Jeer Ilislso•
- --Joey Sishoo
-- , Joey Sishoo
News

%As
Show Sr
She.
Show

tionaily beyond the rated capacity of the vehicle and tires.
Be sure that tires are of the
proper sire and ply rating to
carry the maximum anticipated load including all cargo,
accessories, furniture and other
gear. Under normal operating
conditions, the association recommended 50 miles per hour as
a practical, safe speed limit for
any towed vehicle

Retarded
To Benefit
From Grants
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TV CAMEOS: Jack Warden

Directing Doesn't lure Jack the Old Pro
ay MEL HEIMIlt
DOING a weekly TV series is, of course, as
frustrating a chore as an actor can do; there's
no time at all to portray a character in any
kind of depth and all he can do is play it off
the top of the deck. There was a period when
this might have upset Jack Warden but now, in
his sunny middle years. he just does the job
Professionally and goes home at night.
"It's not too bad a life and the money is good
and there's a certain amount of satisfaction in
it," the sandy-haired star of "N.Y.P.O." says.
"and the big thing is. I recognise the director's
problem No matter what grandiose schemes
he has for a segment, he just has no time to
effect them He has the real headache, not the
actor."
Observing the dilemma has decided for Jack
that he personally wants no part of directing.
although he has done a bit of it in the past. Particularly in TV, where time is such a factor. "I
once did a television play that I was dubious
about, involving an older man's love affair with
an older woman," he says, -and after the first
day's shooting, I told the director he and I
seemed to have different ideas- that I wanted
to take time to build up the character and relationship. 'So would I,' he said tiredly, 'but I
have to shoot 22 pages today. So where's the
time 7'"
• • • •
A PITY, In a way, Warden, a one time Newark.
N.J.,• boxer, tugboat deckhand and dancehall
bouncer, has the intelligence and experience to
make a perfect director. instead of some of the
collar-ad types who have gone in for it. Acting
has been in his blood since he damaged a leg
doing a parachute jump in England during
World War II.
"I was with the 501st," he says, "and when
a squad of fighter planes came over near our
base in England. we an had to bail out in a
hurry, so we jumped from 300 feet. I really
whacked up my leg, was shipped back to Halloran Hospital in Staten Island--and spent a
year there, reading everything in sight. Particularly plays. Drama fascinated me and when
I got out of the hospital, I started acting."
• • • •

Warden got interested in drama during a year in
bad with a leg fracture suffered in parachute leap.
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College Cleaners

•

Murray Loan Co.

MONEY HEADQUARTERS

Manual For
Drivers Is
Distributed

year through the month of September.
-Manual For Drivers" may be
obtained from the Circuit Court
Clerk in the county of residence, the State Police License.
FRANKFORT — Off the .Examiner, or
by writing: Bupresses are 250,000 copies of a reau of License
Examining,
revised publication proven so Kentucky State
Polce, State Ofpopular in the past it could riv- fice
Bldg., Frankfort, Ky.,
al a "best seller" in total num- 40601.
bers distributed.
Free to Kentuckians is the
revised "Manual For Drivers",
official publication of The Department of Public Safety. The
manual's most ardent readers
are those interested in obtain'ontinuous Showing
ing a Kentucky motor vehicle
operator's license.
From 1 pm Daily
It contains eight chapters of
.information which can serve as.
a driver's "key to safe driving".
WM-- A OWN Mei INODIX71011
Topics include: operators license laws, &Mc laws and regulations, traffic signs and
signals, safe driving tips, super
highways, safety responsibility
laws, motorcycle riders guide,
and defensive driving.
kr.
Public Safety commissioner
W. 0. Newman encouraged all
newly licensed drivers to turn All
in their manuals after they are the c%
finished with them to the near- violent
est State Police Examining Sta heaut
of an
tion.
This request is made because immortal '
the manuals can he re-used and love story °
future printing costs reduced.
Newman said an average of
1,500 new drivers are licensed
each week. A total of 245,020
SIOSs• NI ROCOL OP
applicants have passed through
license examining stations this

®000(lizi
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"FAR FROM THE
MADDING CROWD"
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make
it a
big-gift
year

go

Pr 753-1613

•

'SEE US
FOR A
HOLIDAY

cLOAINk,

LOANS up to $5,00000
Sensible Terms To Fit Your Budget
•

Kentucky Mutual
Loan Plan

SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY - CLEANERS

•

Yoe/ want your family to
have a color TV, a stereo,
Or some really worthwhile
gift this year. We want your
business. So come In and
talk over money problems
Where you are never a sixfigure computer number—
but always No. 1.

FOR THE FINEST IN
CLEANING SERVICE

203 So. 5th Street
Bob LaMastus, Mgr.
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Lindsey's full co-operation has made it easier
Acting-wise, with the marvelous New York
background, it's comparatively easy. And we've
had a ball. We've met so many great characters,
including the Bowery bum who tried to take
over the direction one day, patiently telling Us
'All right, now this is how this scene will play
At camera right,' etc. I guess in palmier days
FRANKFORT — Retarded
he might have done a little of it himself."
and emationally ill children in
Jack knows New York backwards and forKentucky Department of Menwards and he still loves it; he has no qualms, in
spite of the educational problems in the city
tal Health facilities will benerecently, in sending a young son to P.S. 6 in
fit from $43,191 in grants from
WARDEN SAYS he really learned his trade
bigtown. "As long as he gets a good education," 4
the 1968 WHAS Crusade for
Warden qualifies. "I prefer not to expose him
Children. Department officials with the celebrated Margot Jones repertory
group and he's still proud of some of the rotes he to the rather rarefied atmosphere of the privategave details after grants totaldid with it. Of his more familiar parts, he looks school thing --but of course, the education comes
ing $534,878 to 50 Kentucky and back tenderly
on "A View From the Bridge," first. I'm just sending him where I think he'll
Indiana
children's
agencies "The Sound and the Fury," and a couple
make out best, knowledge-wise."
of
were announced.
strong films, "Bachelor Party" and "Twelve
• • • •
The Department's Children's Angry Men."
'
"N.Y.P.D.- is his second big series; he spent
Unit at Central State Hospital,
While his home is in Malibu, he and his fama year with:The Wackiest Ship in the Army."
Louisville, received 819,860, pri- ily have lived in New York for more than a
He works 12 hours a day, five days a week1.
marily for salaries for addit- ,I year now, while making "N.Y.P.D.," in which
draws his paycheck and goes home. Jack Warional educational
personnel. 'he's Det. Lt Mike Haines "It's a tough series den, professional actor There aren't too many •
The unit is the only facility in i to make technically," he notes, "but Mayor of his kind around
Kentucky for emotionally disDistributed by Sing Features Syndicate
turbed children.
Frankfort State Hospital and
School for the retarded received almost $15.000 from the
WHAS drive. The money Will
be used for recreational and
141! (Ave Blvd."
occupational
therapy
equip— FREE PICKUP and DELIVYRY —
ment, including a Braille typeTruly Fine Cleaning
writer.
Phone 753-3*52
Outsvood State Hospital and
School for the retarded, Daw.
p
son Springs, received more
than $6,000 for sheltered workshop materials.
The Department's Diagnostic
and Evaluation
Service I n
I
5911 W. Main Street
Phone 753-2621
Frankfort received a $2,300
MRS. AMERICA 1969, Joan
grant for equipment, paving
Fisher, ISalt lake City, Utah),
and fencing for an outside re- suggests a truly American Christ
miss gift: a United States Savings
creation area.
Bond. "When you give a Bond,"
says Joan, "you know your gift
will be received with pleasure-and you help our country, too."
SP-957-D

N. 4th Street
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• San Francisco Tops Green
Bay With Last Quarter Spurt

&

TIMES

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

San Diego Will Try For
AFL Lead In Next Two Games

STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer

MONDAY — DECEMBER 2 19 8

Racers Win First Game Of
Basketball Season 94 - 83

Minnesota for the Central DivisParini and another from Joe
By GARY KALE
ion lead and Li the Bears finish
The Murray State Univeraty
Narnath. Partin, who played the
UPI Sports Writer
man for the Racers with 29 The Recess had a .432 per
that way, they'll take the title
second half after arrangements Thorougtibreds and the Univer- points followed by Ron John- centage from the field and d
The Green Bay Packers moved since they beat Minnesota twice
ettY
of
Tessa
at
Arlington
Re- son with 20 points. Johnson
San Diego holds the key to the were made to limit Namath's
to the brink of oblivion Sunday and during the regular season. But
was .700 percentage from the free
bels swapped the lead back and
also high moan for the night throw line
Western Division title and could activity to the first 30 minutes, forth
• the Baltimore Colts are ready the Bears have a rugged schedule
while Arlington had
Saturday
night until with 17 rebounds
put a lock on the championship passed for three touchdowns, his C-1-aecie
and waiting to shove them over with Los Angeles and Green Bay
a .470 field goal average and a
Virdon
hit
two
free
High man for Arlington was .700 percentage
first aerial scores of the season.
with a spectacular finish.
the edge.
in their final two games.
throws with 5:35 left to put
at the frk (The Chargers trail co-leaders Naniath connected twice, raising the
The Packers, whose reign as
The ailing Packers seemed in
Racers out in front 75-74. Eddie Stallings with 34 points throw line.
his
total
a
by
to
Oakland
Kansas
13.
City
and
three-time defending National Fo- good shape going into the fourth
*orrery swan
The Texas Rebels were not able
fgagn llama rb t;
Cincinnati stumbled in its bid to corne (-loser than
game. They meet those teams
otball League champions may period against San Francisco wiStreetv
within one
71
2-2
2
4
for
a
fourth victory, which would point of the Thoroughbr
the next two weekends, and a
Funnem•n
53
now be over, took a 20-7 lead th a 13-point lead. But a pass
0-0
1
4
eds
Virden
lb
12
5-5
II
29
sweep creates the possibility of have set a first year record for from this point t. the end of
into the Sinai period but then fell interception and a short punt set
Romani
81
641
10
5
Johnson
16 8
44
a three-way tie at the end of the an explosion team. The Bengals the game.
17
20
apart as San Francisco exploded aP touchdown passes of 19 and 41
Young
82
7-4
I
couldn't
regular
three
TD
cope
the
with
season.
Blondett
The Racers niade a few to
10-7
for 20 points and a 27-20 triumph. Yards frqgi John Brodie to Bill
44
10
12
Steverson
2-0
2-2
0
2
The John Hadl to Lance Al- passes by Boston's Tom Sher- many floor mietakes bid they By United Press International Storks
Things like that just didn't use Tucker. That put the Forth-Nin6-1
14
2
7
Now,
its
on
to
the
bowls
for
• to happen to the Packers.
Ripeetoe
worth passing combo kept the man, including throws of 11 and were able to overeorne them
i0
0-0
0
0
ers ahead 21-20 and Tommy Dav81-35 30-91
64
Si
rhythm alive for San Diego title 21 yards to tight end Jim Whalen. with a strong performance on nine Southern teams, including Totals
Now Green Bay must beat Balt- is kicked two field goals to clinch
•rlIsiveirst
six from the SEC. Their achedfgams fta-m rb to
'Even
accounted
drumbeater
the
0,
couldnt'
Simpson
J.
s
boards.
as
they
imore this Saturday in a nation- it.
Payne
6-2
3-2
1
We:
Claude Virden was the big
for four touchdowns in the Char- help us right now," moaned Cin17.12 12-10
Stallings
Si
1
ally televised game or face virtuTom Matte scored two touchDec. 14 — Mississippi 6-3-1 vs. Shelton
8-3
II
5
gers 47-23 victory over the Den- cinnati coach Paul Brown. "He'd
al elimination from contention in downs and John Idackeg made a
127
7-5
7
I,
Virginia Tech 7-3, Liberty Bowl, Wilson
9-0
0-0
Bragg
6
get off an occasional long run,
ver Broncos Sunday.
the Central Division. If the Pack- spectacular 41-yard TD run with
Memphis.
Bailey
6-2
3.3
5
Denver is not in a charitable but you've still got to have dep21
o-a 2 2
ers lose, Minnesota can beat a swing pass as the Colts routed
Dec. 27 — Richmond 7-3 vs. Teek
Elverton
is
0-0
4
C
0
mood when it comes to doing th.o
them out by winning one of its Atlanta. Earl Morrall had two
Ohio University 10-0, Tangerine Wollenman
.1 2
1-0
2
Junes
22
0-0
favors for San Diego, but, if the
4
0
final two games-and one of those touchdown passes, one of them
Bowl, Orlando, Fla.
Tsitals
64 31 33-21
44
Broncos accomplish the seeminAFL Standings
Score by halves,
games is against hapless Phil- on the play to Mackey, before
CHRISTCHURCH, N. Z. CUPS —
Dec. 28 — Alabama 8-2 vs. Murray State
43
51-414
hly impossible by knocking off By United Press International
adelphia.
being lifted in the final period
43
46---ie
Kel Nagle of Australia easily Missouri 7-3, Gator Bowl, Jack- Texas-Arlington
Oakland
while
Kansas
City
and
And the Colts are poised to for a "sub" nam ed Johnny Unitas.
won his sixth New Zealand sonville, Fla., and Auburn 6-4
Sid
GUlman's
two
wins
East
crew
beat the Packers. They boosted
Unitas, who received a huge
Open golf championship with
straight, then the Chargers have
W, L. T. Pct. a 72-hole score of 272—seven vs. Arizona 8-2, Sun Bowl, El
their record to 11-1 by routing roar from the crowd, played the
Paso, Tex.
a Dec. 29 date with the Jets in x-New York
9 3 0 .750 strokes ahead of runnerup
Atlanta 44-0 Sunday and are defourth period as Baltimore
deDec. 30 — Florida State 8-2
New York for the American FoHouston
5 7 0 .417 Frank Phillips of Australia.
termined to match the 13-1 mark added 10 more points. He said
vs. Louisiana State 7-3, Peach
otball
Miami
League
title.
7
4
1
.364
posted by Green Bay back in1962. he feels " well enough to play."
Bowl, Atlanta.
Boston
Jets Rump
4 8 0 .333
TORONTO lan — The OttaIn the Eastern Conference, it
Rams Stay Close
Jan. 1 — Georgia 8-0-2 vs ArNew
Buffalo
York clinched the East1 .083 wa Roughriders scored twice in kansas 9-1, Sugar Bowl, New
looks like a Dallas-Cleveland claThe Rams remained on the
ern title on Thanksgiving Day
the Last quarter for a come- Orleans, and Tennessee 8-1-1 vs.
sh on Dec. 21 for the crown, Cle- Colts' heels as Wendell Tucker,
when Houston lost to Kansas
West
from-behind 24-21 victory over Texas 8-1-1, Cotton Bowl, Dalveland whipped New York 45-10 a third string flanker playing beCredal Clear
City. The Jets, not wanting to
W, L. T. Pct, the Calgary Stampeclers in Ca- las.
to clinch the Capitol Division cro- cause of injuries to Bernie Casey
Sliatterpreel Plastic
feel they backed into the champOakland
10 2 0 .833 nada's Grey Cup football chamwn for idle Dallas. Cleveland can and Pat Studstth caught only thrionship, routed Miami 37-17 SunKansas City
10 2 0 .833 pionship game.
clinch the Century Division title ee passes from Roman GabrielBUENOS AIRES 1711 — George
day to make the crown morethan
San Diego
9 3 0 .750
by beating Washington this Sun- but all were for TDs against
Archer won the $4,200 first
HARTFORD
The
Conn.
—
(11Pfl
official.
Denver
,
humbleriCin
Boston
cirun
7
.417
5
0
day.
Minnesota. Despite the loss, the
prize in the Argentine Masters
ati 33-14 in the only other AFL
Cincinnati
3 10 0 .231 Hartford Knights downed the
Vikings are tied for first in the
Bears Beat Saints
tournament
golf
by three
defending
champion
Virginia
action.
x-Clin
ched division title
In the other two games, Chic- Central Division because Green
Sailors 30_17 to take the 1968 strokes over Bob Goalby.
Against the Broncos, whom
Sunday's Results
ago edged New Orleans 23-17 and Bay also lost.
Atlantic Coast Football League
they trimmed 55-24 in an earlier New York 35 — Miami 17
Leroy Kelly rushed for only 56
St. Louis topped Pittsburgh 20-10
CLEVELAND liP1) — Clevetitle.
game
this
Boston
year,
Chargers
the
33
—
Cincinnati
14
L_For-Windows.
as both clubs kept their slim yards in 16 carries but scored
land beat the New York Giants
San
scored
times
the
first
five
Diego
they
47
— Denver 23
four touchdowns to boost his
title hopes alive.
45-10 to allow the idle Dallas
Doors, Porches,
LOS
ANGELES
her
—
Tophad
the
ball Sunday.
Only games Scheduled
Chicago is actually tied with season total to 18 as Cleveland
ranked University of Southern Cowboys to clinch the Capitol
Breezeways
Sunday's
Games
Division
blasted New York. Bill Nelsen
title in the National
The Hadl to Alworth touchdown
California and Notre Dame tatDenver at Oakland
also tossed his 18th scoring pass.
circus consisted of passes coytled to a 21-21 tie which spoil- Football League.
ITS SO EASY
Kansas City at San Diego
Quarterback Jack Concannon
ANYONE
ed the Trojans bid for a perering 1, 2, 4, and 79 yards. Hadl
Cincinnati
at
New
York
CAN DO IT'
SAN JUAN CUPS) — Jockey Anthrew two touchdown passes to
fect season.
threw a fifth scoring pass to
Buffalo
at Houston
gel Cordaro Jr. booted home
tight end Austin Denney and Mac
Gary Garrison from nine yards
Boston at Miami
Percival booted three field goals
PHILADELPHIA 1IN — Full- five winners at El Comanclante
out. Russ Smith ran 35 yards
back Charlie Jarvis scored all race track in his bid for the
as the Bears beat New Orleans.
her another San Diego tally, Denthree Army touchdowns as the national riding championship.
Brian Piccolo, filling in for Gale
nis Partee kicked a 19-yard field
Genuine FLEX-0 GLASS is the only
Caulks held on to down Navy
Sayers, rushed for 112 yards in
plastic window material that carries
goal and the other two Charger
21-14 in their interservice bata 2 year guarantee.The name
points were posted when Denver High Mon
Kentucky is expected to have 21 carries.
flfX-0 GLASS is printed on the
LOS ANGELES UPI —Wilt'tle.
quarterback Marlin Briscoe was
Good Pass Catch
Charlie Johnson came off the
• another wannup with an Ohio
edge for your protector
tackled in the end zone for a ChamberrOn, the new acquisiopponent tonight as the Wild- bench in the
LOS
ANGELES
UPI)—Tom
third period as St.
tion of the Los Anseles Lakers
By VITO STELLINO
14...11v1ar• liembree
safety.
Fears
cats sharpen their offense for. Louis
of
the
Los Angeles Rams
rallied to beat Pittsburgh.
is the greatest scorer in Na- LOS ANGELES 1711 — UCLA caught
UPI Sports Writer
Iviirryveh•rit
Saturday night's orucial clash
Maynard Sets Mark
18 passes in one game
Opened
Mara
BIOS
Co...,
defense
Johnson, who replaced Jim Hart,
tional Basketball Association
of its national against
Ara Parseghian still hasn't
with North Carolina.
the 1950 Green Bay
w
Lon Maynard set an all-pro
In Plastics
collegiate
set up touchdown runs of 34 yards figured out how to win the close
basketball
history. He has 25,434 career1
champion
60651
Smce
1914
.
1
Packers,
a National Football
Coach Adolph Rupp, begincareer record for yards gained points in
regular season games '"1)
beatingPurdue 94-82. League record
by Jackie Smith and one yard games but he's cane up with a
that still stands.
ning his 39th year at Kentucky,
on pass receptions as he led a
by Cid Edwards.
formula to beat Southern Caliunveiled his hush-hush oneJets fourth-quarter rally that ovfornia—and Wody Hayes is
three-one offense last Saturday
ercame Miami's 17-14 lead. Maybound
to
take notice of it.
night against Xavier of Ohio
NFL Standings
Of course, Parseghian's Notre nard caught seven passes for 160
and the Wildcats breezed to an By United Press International
Dame team didn't actually beat yards, raising his total to 9,332
almost ho-hum 115-77 victory
Eastern Conference
USC despite a 21-7 halftime yards as he bypassed the old
• at Memorial Coliseum in Lexlead.
Parseghian's teams usual- record held by Raymond Berry
ington. Tonight, the Wildcats
Century Division
ly
don't
win the close games of the Baltimore Colts.
meet Miami of Ohio at Oxford
Maynard hauled in three touchand
they're
not noted for doing
in a game that will dedicate
W. L. T. Pct. well in the second half and the down Passes, two from babe
the Redskins' new 9,200-seat
Cleveland
9 3 0 .750 result was a 21-21 deadlock—
John
Millett Assembly Hall.
St. Louts
7 4 1 .636 which is bound to cost USC its
In other games on tonight's
New Orleans 3 8 1 .273 No. 1 rating.
state college card, Southeastern
But the game proved how
Pittsburgh
2 9 I .182
Louisiana is at Weetern Kenvulnerable USC is despite the
tucky, Trinity of Texas visits
brilliance of 0. J. Simpson and
Capitol Division
Murray, Union plays Tennessee
the Trojans are going to be in
Wesleyan at Athens, Oakland
W. L. T. Pct, trouble in the Rose Bowl aCity of Indiana is at Campbells10 2 0 .833 gainst Ohio State's tough deville, St. Benedict invades Bell- x-Dallas
MAGIC-TRI LEAGUe
New York
7 5 0 .583 fensive gang. The Irish ignored
ermine at Louisivlle, David LipWeek of 11-24-6$
Washington
4 8 0 .333 the rest of the USC offense and Team Standings:
scomb meet Georgetown and
W. L.
concentrat
ed
on
Simpson
on
Philadelphi
Thomas More travels to Xavier
1 U 0 .083
a
Johnson's Grocery 40% 11%
every
play,
holding
him
to
35
at Cincinnati.
Frail Beauty School 35% 18%
yards in 21 carries.
Rupp's new offense has Mike
Western Division
33 19
The Irish had a chance to win Jerry's
Casey, last year's all-SoutheastCentral Division
the game when they got a first Murray Beauty Salon 32 20
ern Conference guard, playing
W. L. T. Pct. down on
32 33
the USC 25 with 90 Rowland's Refrig.
a high post with center Dan hMinnesota
6 0 .500 seconds left. But
6
27
25
the Irish then Bank of Murray
eel underneath the basket.' The
Chicago
6 0 .500 played it conservativ
6
21
31
e, calling Country Kitchen
combination worked well, each
Green Bay
5
Owen Food Market 19
6 1.455 three straight running plays
33
bescored 29 points, and Rupp had
Detroit
3
Clifford's Gulf
7 2 .300 fore Scott Hempel missed
12 40
a
his 788th career win.
8 44
33-yard field goal on a 4th-and- Carroll Volkswagen
Sophomore Larry Steele, takHigh Team Game Scratch
Costal Division
one play with 30 seconds left.
ing over the forward spot vaW. L. T. Pct,
797
USC, which has pulled out Rowland Refrig.
cated by injured Dave Pratt,
755
Baltimore
11 1 0 .917 five of its games in the fourth Johnson's Grocery
performed well, hitting on le
724
Los Angeles
10 1 1 .909 quarter this year, had a chance Jerry's
points and grabbing 11 reHigh Team Gam. WHC
San Francisco
6 5 1 .545 to win it in the last 15 secbounds.
1916
onds when Sogge-had a receiver Rowland Reirig.
Atlanta
2
10
0
.167
"We were well pleased with
985
in the clear heading towards Jerry's
x-Clinched
division
title
Steele's performance," Rupp
958
the end zone—but ftogge under- Johnson's Grocery
I said. "I carried Casey and LiHigh Team Series Scratch
threw him.
Sunday's Results
get longer than I wanted to, but
Rowlands Refrig.
2247
USC
had
another
Cleveland
chance
45
—
for
New
York
10
I wanted to give them a good
2099 !
a fourth period rally when the Johnson's Grocery
Baltimore 44 — Atlanta 0
betting average "
CLUB CLASSES
Trojans took over on their own Murray Beauty Salon_ _ 2036
In other games last Satur- Chicago 23 — New Orleans 17
High
Team
Series
WHC
20
with
four
minutes left after
Deposit
You
day night, Georgetown met Lou- Los Angeles 31 — Minnesota 3
2904
Hempel missed an earlier field Rowlands Refrig.
Par 50
isville at Freedom Hall in the St. Louis 20 — Pittsburgh 10
Jerry's
2790
goal
attempt. But the Irish stopWeeks
Cardinale' annual season open. San Francisco 27 — Green Bay 20 ped
Receive
2709 1
Simpson on first down and Ezell Beauty School
Only games scheduled
re. As use', the Tigers were
High
Ind.
Scratch
Game
and Sogge threw two incomSaturday's Game
pesky and UL escaped with a
.50
214
25.00
plete passes, forcing USC to Wanda Nanee
Balitmore at Green Bay
90-82 victory.
1.00
Mildred Hodge
212
50.00
pant.
Only game scheduled
Forward Jerry King was high
2.00
174
In other action on the last Marilyn Parks
Sunday's Games
for the Cards with 24 points,
High Ind. Game WHC
3.00
big Saturday of the collegiate
_
.150.00
but game honors went to' Jim Pittsburgh at Dallas
248
5.00
season, Army turned back Navy Wanda Nance
Reid of Georgetown with 27 Cleveland at Washington
246
10.00
21-14, Boston College ripped Mildred Hodge
.1500.00
points. Kenny Davis had 28 for New Orleans at Philadelphia
230
Holy Cross 40-20, Oklahoma Hilda Jackson
the losers.
St. Louis at New York
High
Ind.
Scratch
Series
rolled over Oklahoma State 41Western Kentucky, led by Detroit at Atlanta
531
7, Georgia ripped Georgia Tech Mildred Hodge
tieven-foot sophomore Jim Mc- Chicago at Los Angeles
SO
47-8, Tennessee nipped Vander- Wanda Nance
Daniels' 29 points, had little Minnesota at San Francisco
486 .
bilt 10-7, Alabama edged Au- Betty Dixon
trouble defeating Louisiana ColHigh Ind. Series WHC
Daly games scheduled
burn 24-16, winless Mississippi
lege 87-71 at Bowling Green as
633
State tied Liberty Bowl-bound Mildred Hodge
coach Johnny Oldham used 13
603!
Mississippi 17-17, San Jose Wanda Nance
players to try out combinations
603!
State topped Brigham Young Hilda Jackson
with
his sophomore-studded
Splits Converted
Nap Let ()ie. ennadelprus 25-21, Baylor topped Rice 18-7,
squad .
Athletics first baseman. on Florida upset Miami. Fla, 14- Jean Moore
_ 4-5-7 & 3-10
In other games Saturday, May 23, 1901 became the first
Hilda Jackson
3-7-10
10
and
California
topped Ha- Frances Hargrove
Morehead beat Carson-Newman major league player to get an
5-7-9
waii
17-12.
98-B8, Eastern Kentucky defeet- intentional walk %kith the bases
4-7-10
Charle Jarvis scored three Geraldine Myers
ed Ball State 99-75, Murray de- loaded
3-10
touchdowns and broke Glenn Wanda White
. . .
feated Texas-Arlington 81-83,
High Ind, Averages
Berea edged Troy State 82-74, 1 ne first player cnosen in the Davis' school rushing record as Mildred Hodge
153
Kentucky State downed Union American Football League's Army edged stubborn Navy, Marilyn Parks
152
was
which
a
two
-touchdown
un82-85 Centre topped Sewante first draft was Junius 'Buck"
Bobbie Garrison
152
78-88, Kentucky Wesleyan blast- Buchanan of Grambling Col- derdog but stayed in the game Wanda Nance
152
way.
the
all
ed leacMurray 97435, Kentucky lege, Dec. 1, 1962.
Katherine Lax
151
• • •
Southern lost to Marion 102-81
Betty Dixon
149
In the Earlham Tourney at Rich149
In 1967, Miami Dolphin half- LaVaughn Latimer
mond, Ind., and Cumberland de140
California has more than au Oack Jack Harper averaged sabel Parks
feated Elon 122-104 in the Sou- winter spotrs areas in its
138
,
Na- 19.3 yards per reception on 11 Nell Markovich
thern States Tourney.
Betty Riley
tional Forests
138
catches
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imusr ITEMS AND WELCOME GIFTS
CALIFORNIA LAW ENFORCEMENT TRECOMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEM is what the diagram illustrates in San Francisco as

FOR THE LADIES
ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES!

Officers Glen Russell seated , and Frederick Pardella receive a report of a stolen car. The system links 450 police
departments in the state and is linked with the National
Crime Information Center in Washington It distnbutes information instantaneously via RCA -developed network

from the retail electric WAR=
and (in some states1 from TVA
payments redistributed locally
by the states.
Incomes of TVA and the local municipal and cooperative
systems, like incomes of all 3,000 publicly-owned electric systems in America,..are out
ject to Federal Income taxes.
TVA paid about 962 million into
State and local pwommalge the U. S. Treasury during the!
received nearly $34 million
year in dividends In appropriataxes or in liou of taxes from tions invested in its power prothe Tennessee Valley Authority perty and in a repayment on
and retail distributors of TVA.those appropriations.
electricity in hacal year MK
Following are the total aTVA reports. That was as in- mounts received by state and
crease of about $33,500,000 overt local governments in fiscal year
the previous year's total.
1968 for each state:
The total of $34 million for ' Alabama
5,118.143
the past fiscal year compares Georgia
338,585
with $14 million ten years ear- Illinois
10,000
have
payments
these
lier, u
Kentucky
2.522.681
region's
the
with
6
grown in step
Mississippi
1,712,119
increasing use of electricity
North Carolina
268,979
TVA is ithe largest -taxpay- Tennessee
23,842,11$5
er- to the State of Tennessee, V u-ginia
258,218
and most of the municipal electric distributing TVA power are
$33,870,911
Total
the largest taxpayers to their
city governments.
Tax inkrmation from the 158
local municipal and cooperative
distribution system Mows they
paid nearly $21 milli= to state
arid local governments during
the fiscal year ended June 30.
while TVA paid over $13 million from its wholesale power
revenues.
The combined TVA and distributor payments &mourned to
7.1 percent of the power bills
paid by homes, farms, business
and industry served with TVA
electricity. For neighboring privately-owned power companies,
state and local taxes ranged
from 3.9 to 10.3 percent of revenues led year
TVA's fiscal 1968 pernents
in lieu of taxes were up about
$1,200,000 over the previous
year, while tax and tax equivalent payments by the retail distributors showed an increase
of about $2,300,000.
In the ultimate diatributioq
of the rural 1968 payments,
cities and towns received about
S181137,000, counties about $6,
976,000. and state governments
about $10.058.068. The pattern
of this distribution varies among the seven states where
atsaiis circle
L.,t, and
TVA power is sold. under the
bottom of this two-piecer
laws of each state Most of the
state funds come from TVA, from the John Meyer collection shown in New Yo.
while moat of the funds received by local governments come

Nearly $34
Million
From TVA

of
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YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS
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Fine Quality
Seamless and
Seamless Mesh

!I!
III

"ONE-FIFTY"

Choose DOLLS, TRUCKS, GUNS, PLAY
SHOES and MANY MANY MORE!

NYLONS I
aSUPER

28(

884

Features rdim, trim look and feel Choose
regular and slim,

"FLAIR" PEN

3

g plays
HOSE

Seamless Stretch - 100% Nylon

isithi,L,

chstinctivisly styled pen in attractive gift

Universal
Super Deluxe g
New Solid
State AC-DC ii
RADIO 1

Velveteen and Charm Shades

$1.00 Value

66t

with accessories
and leather case
818.88 Value

WHY PAY MORE FOR YOUR
FAVORITE COLOGNE, PERFUME
or COSMETICS?
Save With Say-Rite's Discount Prices!
Choose Chentilly, Ambush, Tebu,
Intimate, Arpege, My Sin,
Chanel, Revlon, Cody
Ill
II
III

Loving Care*
NI

Hair Color 1.,.otIon

Ill

gray reltnavt changing
your natural
haw color'

WaShef envoy only tNi

N4‘)W4NR)

$88
10

4.
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Hold in Layaway! In

SKILLET
scour cleaning with this
Teflon coated skillet
that gives even heat
distribution, 40% more
cooking space. Removable heat control

New Compact Styling
She'll enjoy taking and cooking
more than ever with this compact
hand mixer that has barge full mix
beaters built in mixing chart, beater ejector, thumb tip speed control
and heel rest to prevent wobbling
It blends, stirs, mixes bests and
whips the easy, fast way I
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STORE HOURS:
Mon-Sat 8:30-5:00
Fridays
8:30-8:00

4th & Maple Sts.
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Let her enjoy easy nonstick cooking and no
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Electric 11" Teflon
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$1288
CAN OPENER WITH KNIFE &SCISSORS
SHARPENER

ISARde I

ELI

•

III

'1088

A kitchen, isn't complete without this
Sunbeam electric can
opener! Features
stainless steel cutting
wheel that's removable
for easy cleaning, cord
storage compartment
and smart wood tone
front panel. Opens any
standard size can and
also sharpens knives
and scissors

WAWA(W4echitiOM EVAOMtiM

SAV-RITE . . . ONLY TOTAL
DISCOUNT CENTER IN THIS AREA!

.

el

faster with this iron that
sprays, heats on any setting and features permanent press fabric settings Dry irons beautifully

HAND
MIXER

d$

.

I LI
i
!5.!
I

SPRAY AND
STEAM IRON

$1288

TONI HOME g
PERMANENT

z.=

N4R*s14*In

She can use this mart
hair dryer anywhere!
In compact molded plastic case in choice of
colors, large cap and
collapsible hose store
Inside 4 position hest
control.

'&

S

Is
11

— Smart Gifts for Mon, Wife, Sis, Sweetheart —

HAIR DRYER

Values to $1.09

99e

II

III

66(

Value

in Stylish Case

Regular, Super
Gentle
$2.29 VALUE

$159

...gives you extra
softening action!

-f

tric shaver in lovely bondCV case. Has exclusi•e
'Micro-twin' shaving head,
one side for comfortable
underarm grooming, the
other for close, fast leg
grooming. Guaranteed one
year.

HAIR SPRAY

i ti

$1.95 Value

Compare Say-Rite's Discount Prices
on Sunbeam Appliances

Your Choice! g

Look Your
Lovliest for
the Holidays!

II
III

LOTION
e.-64tS

a

$888

l

III
$
159

i.
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3 LADIES SHAVER
i
Boudoir Case
!y.

Vs

Ml

..

g

with

$115 Value
AIROL.

1
"

Your hands stay beautiful

$1.09
4
40

•

ei
I.
iti

$3.93 Value

DUO-"BALL" plus
the "FLAIR" - Gift Boxed

g

A GIFT SURE TO BE APPRECIATED . . .

DUSTING POWDER

IL I

81.95 Value

This refillable porous point pen has unconditional guarantee, comes in snart
gift box.

"BALL" PEN
g Choose
alixn. regular or husky grip in this
g

in Lovely Plastic Decorator Box

iti
II!

-qv boz
'Ilmi•mmilimmimmoorlior

91.08 Value

At./a S4i4e44

$1 19
81.95 Value

"PROFILE PEN

Anyone would appreciate this North American radio phetio that you can play anywhere! Has 3 speeds, 334 and 46 RPM, $i288
any size record. features AM radio
and AC adaptor jack. With batteries.

PANTY

81.50 Value

New contour grip for writing comfort,
giant ink supply Unconditionally guaranteed Gift boxed.

MIDGET TRANSISTOR
19.95 Value
RADIO PHONO

• Aqua Net
• Mello
Mist
• Miss Beech

*-••••••••`

!!
I
iii

Pens

PAI'ER5MATE

Girls and Boys

311‘

Not exactly The 40-foot length of 12-inch
WEIGHTLIFTER
irrigation pipe being -toted so easily in McPherson. Kan,
weighs only SO pounds It s soMeiturig Goodyear thought
up in its Akron. Ohio plastics department Cast iron pipe
of this size would weigh seven times as much.
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Large Selection
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Down liolds Any Item In Layaway for Christmas! Shop Early!
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BE A SMAR SANTA
SHOP THE TOTAL
DISCOUNT WAY/
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OYER 5,000 ITEMS FOR EVERYDAY NEEDS AND CHRISTMAS DISCOUNT PRICED!!
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Choose From Wide Selection!
Value of $2.50
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MAALOX LIQUID

•

Non -Acid and NonConstipating - full pint
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81.59 Value

Hai Karate

881

with c,logne &
bath soap on a
rope

GIFT SET

ill

Brut
After Shave and
Shower
by Faberge
$8.50
Value

seltzer

39e

•
III
25
Tablets
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III

OLD SPICE
2
qg AFTER SHAVE LOTION

OUTDOOR LIGHT SET
by Noma - 15 Lights. Fully Assembled
Pre-Tested - Guaranteed - 85.29 Value

'298

16 Save
at Save-Rite on . . .
CAMERAS

$1.05 Value

If he wants
quick, clean
smooth" shaving
wherever he goes,
give him this
Cordless NORELCO!

I•

Flavors
Regular or Mint

—
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III
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THE SWINGER

3

Choice of
III

BRACHI

I

THE LEAST EXPENSIVE
POLAROID LAND CAMERA.

'39.95 Value

He's sure to appreciate this Norelco that
twice as many shaves per charge
than any other rechargablel Has three
microgroove "floating heads"
thinner
35%
vt for close, fast comfortable shaves, works
with or without cord. Features pop-up
trimmer, snap off cleaning, and deluxe
metal travel wallet plus one year warrenty.
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SHOP SAY-RITE FOR THE LAR6EST g
SEECTION OF FRESH BRACH'S
CHRISTMAS CANDY IN THIS AREA g
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* BOX CANDY, 1 lb. to 5 lbs.
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* MIXED NUTS, 1 or 2 lbs. bags
* PECANS - Soft shell, this year's
crop. 1 or 2 lb. bags.
* SHELLED PECANS for baking
* Box Cherries
* Hard Candy
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GET THE B I G
PICTURE (3rx41")

* 7 second
loading
* No focusing
I * Freezes action!
$24.95 Value

4th 8. /kale Sts.
East Side of Square
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Reusable. Tanorleproof - 59t Value

48-HOUR DEVELOPING SERVIC1
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STORE HOURS:
Mon-Sat 8:30-5:00
Fridays
8:30-8:00
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MEET THE BIG SWINGER

SAV-RITE ... ONLY TOTAL
DISCOUNT CENTER IN THIS AREA
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North Hazel News
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$1388

GLASS or PLASTIC

Sinatra Is
Preserving
Modern Hits

NI a

3*

NI

hi

* Black 8z white
pictures
(21-x3f)
In seccinds!
*
any
I
focusing!
Built-in flash!
• $19.95 Value

Never

SAVE 813.07 —

ito

- FILM - FLASHBULBS
Give a Swinger Polaroid, a
Truly Lasting Gift!

11
Triple Header
IRECHARGEABLE RAZOR # 45C
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'1.50 Value
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99c
S.

He'll Love It!

FAMILY SIZE CREST

•

yl

$1.88

$7.48

69*
Value

Gives quick relief for upset stomach, acid
Indigestion, heartburn, headache!
Ito

$2.98

$4
Value

ALKASELTZER

is to Sinatra, the real worth of
his contribution to music probably won't be recognized until he has been a resident of
that big recording studio in the
sky for a few decades.
Then when musicologists and
just plain music lovers want to
hear the songs of mid-20th century they need only turn to the
enormous library of Sinatra alBy VERNON
bums. His music and style will
UPI Hollywood Correspondent be
remembered long after his
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Frank
tempestuous life has glimmered
hands
and
his
Sinatra held up
away.
28 of the finest musicians in
Southern California stopped the
IN music.
III
"Hold it a minute," the singer said.
November 26, 1968
He walked to a small table
ill
Garry Burnett was sick a few
himself
poured
a paper
III and
cupful of ancient brandy. He days last week and was absent
cleared his throat, spoke softly from school.
Miss Kathy Simmons spent
to conductor Don Costa. Then
Saturday with Misses Rita and
section
the
he
moves
violin
to
SN
Nita Alton.
18 strong — and asked them to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ray visplay a little softer.
ited
their aunt, Mrs. Bea Lamb
Francis Albert Sinatra, 52,
was working on a new record in the Memphis Hospital Saturday. Mr. Ray's mother, Mrs.
isi album, "Cycles," including such Fannie
Owen, is with her brosongs as "Little Green Apples"
ther in Memphis.
and "Summer Sun."
Misses Nita and Rita Alton
Superb Feeling
celebrated their 11th birthdays
Though he can't read a note
Sunday. November 24. Sunday
of music, Sinatra's feeling for
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
lyrics, counterpoint, harmony
Alton and daughters, Rita and
and phrasing is superb. The
Nita, were Mr. and Mrs. Wilmusicians in the recording stuliam Cherry and children, Patdio knew that and
ricia, Cindy, and Dean, of MurFrank's suggestions.
ray, and Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
ItS
Had it been any other croonSanders of Puryear, Mr. and
er they'd have exchanged knowMrs. Jimmy Alton and childing grins.
ren, Linday and David, of BuchBut not with Sinatra who
III cutting approximately his 50th anan. It was also Mrs. Cherry's
birthday.
album.
Hope Ray Barrow is feeling
His personal life aside,
III
better by now. He was taken
headlines
. notwithstanding,
to the Murray Hospital Sunday.
has preServed the music
III
Mrs. Ed Alton, Mrs. Loyd
of the mid-20th century in his
Rataree, and Mrs. Red Alton
records. From 1939 to the preshopped in Paris Monday.
all 30 years — Sinatra
sent
Mr and Mrs. James G. Alhas recorded the joys, woes,
t-n, Timmy and Hugb G. Alton,
romance, nonsense, fads a n d
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Turner
ballads of our times.
and Tammy Turner were SunHis peculiar brand of magic
day visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
gives a song the status of a
Hugh Osborn.
"standard" the minute it is reMiss Maude Swindell hasn't
corded.
been feeling very well for sevDuring a break Frank sank in
eral days.
chair. He was tired.
"Brownie"
"Musically I've tried to eta
with the times," he said, "an
• • •
'1
NI yet not compromise with sum The record
50-prd dropkick
of the far-out rock the kids are
IN singing
by Wilbur (Pete) Henry of the
today. I can adjust, out Canton
III
Bulldogs against ToI can't compromise."
ledo in 1922 is still on the NFL
He thought a minute, then record books.
added, "It's not that I won't.
It's simply that I wouldn't know
how to do it.
"Actually the music being
written today by some of these
III youngsters is fantastic. Getting
better all the time. A kid like
Jim Webb who wrote 'Up, Up
;Ii and Away' is some kind of
and only 2L"
recalled his first
hit was "All or Nothing
ill
back in 1939 when he
was the band singer with Harry
James.
"You know something funny," he said, sipping a brandy,
"it took me about 25 years to
get a gold record. My daughter,
Nancy. got one before I did."
Envoys Recording
"Recording is the greatest
thing of all to me," he said. "I
enjoy it more than being on
stage or working in a movie or
television show.
"It's right now. Not like movies or television where y o u
NEW HEART
The longhave to wait weeks or months
est surviving heart transto see the results. And there's
plant Jul'•
margin for error when you're
2. 1968i patient
In the US, George Henry
recording like this. You can
It over until it's just right. This Debord died after suffering
is Where the music is."
a series of heart_attacks at
Sinatra' music is on display
St Luke's Hospital in Houson stage in Las Vegas for four ton, Tex. A second transweeks at Ceasar's Palace.
plant had been planned, but
As important as "right now" no suitable donor was found

scorr

BELL CLUSTER
INDOOR
LIGHT SET
Electrified Unarm
by Noma - 7 Lights
Bells... Ring-a-Lite
Fully Assembled
Red & white
Pre-Tested,Guaranteed
Decoration.
$2.79
$1.79
Value
Value
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Say-Rite
Priced

TESTING SMOKELESS COMBUSTION CHAMBER
Equipped
with newly modified engines with redesigned combustion
chambers and fuel nozzles, a United Airlines Boeing 727
(top) takes off from San Francisco Airport with hardly a
trace of smoke. In contrast, another 727 (lower) emits the
usual amount of smoke as it takes off a few minutes later.
The smoke is caused by tiny, unburned carbon narticles.
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6 Rolls 26"x80" - Reg.'1.19

$1.99 each

88(

100
$1.39
Tablets Value

Alarolc
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AFTER SHAVE

...for fast relief
of headache,
neuralgia, neuritis!

O.
°

HI

COLOGNE

ANACIN

•40

S.

CHRISTMAS
WRAPPING PAPER

JATILESEAS
AF
SHAVE
ENGLISH
or LEATHER

1
1 .1110
ialeaveIt,•

III

Why Pay
Retail? Save
On All Your
Packaging and
Decorating
Needs
at Say-Rite!

• • • You'll enjoy shopping in the
largest gift toiletries department in
this entire area.
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g COMPARE SAY-RITE'S PRICES ON
WONDERFUL GIFTS FOR THAT
SPECIAL MAN!
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brew a single cup of drip coffee in minutes without making
a whole potful It's done with
a mini-pot designed to yield s4
seven-ounce cup of coffee. Using ground coffee, not instant.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Mich
The dripping takes less than
&icy, 502% Vine Street, are
three minutes
the parents of. daughter, StaiThe West Bend Co.. West
cey Leigh, weighing seven By United Preen International
Bend, Wis.),
pounds, born at the Murray•
•
•
Calloway County Hospital at
Add to methods of pampertrimmer is shaphair
new
A
6:37 a.m. on Saturday, Novemed to fit the hand and has four ing pets. one -ounce packs of
ber 23.
cutting edges on two sides. The snacks for between meals. The
The grandparents are Mr. wider side is for thinning, munchies go by name of ham
and Mrs. James Blalock and
shaping and styling, the nar- warns, chicken pik'ns, beef*"
Mr and Mn I T oucy, all of row side is for eliminating fast- hams and liver loves. The nibTuesday, December 3
Murray.
growing, stringy nape hair, for bles aim to keep your favorite
Baptist
The
Lim Grove
Great grandparents are Mrs. grooming the legs and for un- cat or dog from feeling hunger
Church WMS will meet at the
C. E. Purdom and Mrs. Eagle derarm shaving, the manufac- pangs.
church at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs
Blalock of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. turer says. Two standard dou(Hartz Mountain Products
Charles Henry as program loaGuy Bucy of Springville, Tan*., ble-edge razor blades provide Corp.. 50 Cooper Square, New
der
and Joe Ackerman of Marsh- the cutting action and are re- York, N.Y.).
•••
field, WWI:Mall.
placed by sliding the two
The First Baptist Church
Underlining fabric that is cut %hat you bought until paid for,
• ••
halves of the cutter apart. The Novel Extortion
WMS will meet at the church
from the same pattern pieces 4 to take care of any loss or
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Dellne manufacturer says the trimmer
BUENOS AIRES (UPI) —
at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs Maxas the outer fabric and stitched d.image, and (5) if you fail to of Arlington,
Va., announce the -works smoother and more Two men who placed a fly ins
well Sledd presenting the pro
to the back of the outer fabric ni.ike payments, the creditor birth of
a daughter born on quickly than anything avail- a soft drink bottle face fraud
?ram
-enriches the looks of almost.ran take back the item you
able heretofore."
•••
and extortion charges.
Wednesday, November 27.
any garment.
bought. — Miss Irma HamilThe men went to executives
Mrs.
Deline
is
When persimmons are fully
the
, The mission study, "Christ
former
There are a number of lab- n.
Sandra Spiceland, daughter of ripe they are soft. juicy, and of the soft drink plant and deand the Crises of Southeast
•••
rich on the market that are
manded $9,000 to keep silent
Asia" will be conducted by
especially made for underlin- The new 55th edition of "Of- Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Spiceland sweet without any astringent about the
polluted pop.
Mrs. W S Jones for the WSCS
ing. You can also use many of fetal Rules of Card Games" of Michigan, formerly of 705 taste. To preserve this peak
flavor for out-of-season desof the Hazel United Methodist
the regular fabrics, such as or- and two packs of Bicycle play- Payne Street, Murray. This IS
Church at the church at am
ganza, batiste, unbleached do- ing cards are featured in a set the Spicelands' first grandchild. serts and molded salads, freeze
pulp with sugar, mixing in
mestic, lawn or china silk. The designed to appeal to the three
as much sugar as sieved perBOB'S TV REPAIR
• ••
also
of
out
four
Americans
includes
who
words
on
etiImportant thing is to be stile
simmon pulp.
is at
cards
play
quette
There
are
of
card
rules
playing
for
and
The Retired Teachers Amor
is
that the underlining is the right
4
MUSIC & TV
LEACH'S
than
more
bound
200
to
card
help
guide
games,
the
player
Calloway
Murray
and
Amnon of
weight — generally lighter than
Darco Products, N. 0. Dept.,
Dixieland Center
ranging
from
given
"A"
for
to
kicking
"Accorhis
partner's
County will meet at 2:30 p.m
2504 Indian Trail Blvd., Travthe outer fabric — and that dion" to
Phone 763-7575
"Z" for "Zioncheck." shins on occasion
Pictures' above Is Miss Paula Cook, bride-elect of Jerry
at the home of Mrs George
OPZ:4 TILL PAW P.M.
erse City, Mich.).
it requires the same handling. Yes, bridge
players,
(United
States
there
Playing Card
are
•
•
•
Hart, Payne Street. Mrs Celia ' D. Duncan, standing Went the beautifully appointed tea
A caution — the fabric for other card
games. The boqk Co., Cincinnati, Ohio),
Crawford and Mrs. &oldie Curd table for the bridal tea held in her honor at the Illth centCoffee connoisseurs now can
both the garment and underwill be in charge of refresh- ury furnished hoes* of Mrs. W. Paul Dailey, Sr., of Hazel.
lining must be preshrunk bements.
fore putting together. A tigh• ••
Miss Paula Cook, bride-elect Miller, Mrs. Cy Miller, Mrs. Cal- tening up of one fabric in
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- of Jerry D. Duncan, was the vin Key. and Mrs.
Paul Dailey, washing or dry cleaning can
der of the Rainbow for Girls honoree at a delightfully piano- Jr.
ruin the garment. — Mrs Cawill meet at the Masonic Hall ed bridal tea on Saturday slFor Elie oridal event the hon- therine C. Thompson.
S..
at seven p.m. An initiation will ternoon. November 23.
6
oree chose to wear from her
be held.
Pick your lane — and stay
The scene of the tea was the trousseau a beautiful afternoon
•••
:elegant new home of Mrs. Paul dress of aqua and silver. The with it. Weaving and lane wanDailey, Sr. of Hazel The furn- dress was of silk
shantung and dering are especially dangerous
.
e Arinctuptistrong arth 1
of ThtleAnni
rirst
trimmed at the neck with silv- on a high-speed expressway. In
Church
out
ls nthehom
gs and aesm
cc
e are fle
o; th
the
ivug
lat
:
e- er embroidery and rhinestones. general, keep to the right.
Willa will meet at the home of 181h century
The interior Her accessories were in silver. Where slow trucks and merging
Mrs. Jessie Speocer, Olive Ron- which is unique in character Her hostesses'
gift corsage was traffic make this lane hazard.
levard, at 730 pm.
and architecture has an extra- of white carnations.
ous, move over to the next
•• •
ordinary assemblage of antique
lane.
Guests
were
greeted
at the, Leave plenty of room be.
The Goshen Methodist Choreh furniture, handcut crystal, arts
'Women's Society of Chnstinn and versions of period furnish. door by Mrs. Paul Dailey, Sr;
you and the car ahead.
Receiving the guests with 31L-s Follow no closer
Servicewill meet at the church i mp.
than one car
at 7:30 p.m.
; Hostesses for the prenuptial Dailey were the honoree, Miss. length for every 10 miles of
•• •
Cook,
her
mother,
Mrs.
Bob
occasion were Mrs. Paul Dailey,
speed. At 60 miles an hour you
Group I of the Christian VI. Sr., Ws. J R. Dover Mrs. Gene Cook, and the bridegroom- need 317 feet to stop That's
elect
s
mother,
Mrs.
Alfred
Dunthe
Fellowship
of
-rnen's
half a city block!
can. Also receiving were the
Christian Church will as
Signal to alert others before
bride-elect's maternal grandmowith Mrs. Clifford Eubanks at
you pass or change lanes. Use
ther• Mrs Dewey Smothermen
ten am. Mrs. Harlan Hodges
your turn lights or a hand
, and the honoree's sister, Miss
will have the program •n d Honored
signal to show you are about
' Regina Cook. All wore gift corworship.
two,rat
leahveer. your lane. — Etarletta
sages of white carnations_
Mr. and Mrs. 0. A. Robinson
The
decorative
scheme
of
•••
Group
of the Chrintian Wn- of Murray were honored at a
gold and white, colors to be usmen's Fellowship of the First dinner at the Southside
Before you criticize the far
Restau- , ed in
the wedding, was used mer for "higher
Christian Church will meet with rant on Friday evening,
food prices,"
Nevem- ; for the bridal
occasion.
Mrs Marvin Fulton at two pm. ber 29.
remember these facts: (1) The
The
serving
table
was
coverMrs A. Carman will be ewbro'
The occasion was in celebrataverage U.S. farmer can now
led with a gold cloth over which
:en and the Prollrnm will he ion of their 48th wedding
produce as much before breakan- s natural madeira
linen
Hutson.
cut-i f
Mrs Dan
'.niversary on November 25.
fast as he did in a full day 30
•• •
work
rk
cloth
was
placed.
Center- years ago; (2) Less than 6%
! Those present for the dinner
The Women's Society 41. were Mr.and Mrs. Charles Rob. jug the table was a crystal and ' of our people live on the farms
gild footed container holding a today,
Christian Service of the First inson and daughter, Lou
but produce nearly all
Ann, bouquet of white carnations
and we eat; (3) The farmer's
United Methodist Church will and Mrs June Mills,
inall of Dy- chrysanthemums. This
•
arrange- creased efficiency has sharply
hakl its general meeting at the er, Ind., Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Mc- ment
church at ten am
was adorned with a Pair lowered food costs relative to
Cuiston.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W
J.
•• •
of gild love birds and gold cat
Pittman and children, Jay, Miincome and; (4) Last year, U.S.
tails. Burning gold tapers flankThe Delta Department of the c-hael. Martha Lyle. and
consumers spent only 17.7 per
Su- ed the centerpiece in
crystal , cent (17.7%) of
Murray Woman's Club will zanne. Mr and Mrs.
their disposJames Key, stars. Table
appiintments i n able
meet at the club house at 7:30 Mr. and Mrs. W. B. WiLeon,
income for food and margild and crystal held nuts, depm John Winter will present Mrs. J. Oscar Key, 89
keting services, while the faryear old corative cookies,
fancy open- mer
the program with Mrs. J. D mother of Mrs. 0. A.
received only 5 per cent
Robinson, faced sandwiches and
punch
Rayburn as program chairman and the honored
of that income. — Mrs. Maxine
couple.
An
arrangement
of imported Griffin:
Hostesses are Mesdames is
•• •
velvet gold roses and burning
Nell Rayburn, C. B. Ford, Hal
• ••
gold
tapers was used on the bufmei Ellis, George Hart, AubIs
chocolate
that has turned
let in the dining room.
rey Hatcher, and E. B. Newton.
• ••
Background wedding music white spoiled? A whitish appearance in chocolate is due
The Young Woman's Auxil- was played while the guests1: to the cocoa butter that has
'
were
served
and
while
they I separated
iary of Flint Baptist Church reWednesday Pecerisber 4
out. At a temperature
The women of the Oaks cently earned baskets of fruit viewed the many bridal rifts of about 85 deg. F., the
cocci!
that
were
displayed in vario—u—s
Country Club will have its re- to the Paradise Friendly Home.
butter in the chocolate melts
This was their service pro- parts of the home,
Agar day of bridge at 9:30 •.m
Mrs. Johnny White invited ' and comes to the surface. When
Cl Gern Andersen 753-7932, ject for the month. Every year
the
guests to register in the the cocoa butter hiniskens again
at
this
time the group takes
hostess. by Tuesday noon for
PRICES.IN
bridal
Book which was :placed it turns white. Only the apeither clothes or fruit.
reservations,
pearance of the chocolate is aton
a
gold
inlaid
•••
table
ApproxiThe members feel that this is
THIS AD
one hundred and eighty fected; usually there is no loss
The Cherry Corner Baptist a worthwhile project in which
guests
called or sent gifts be- of - flavor or other quality. —
Church WMS will meet at the • everyone can give just a little
Miss Patricia Everett.
EFFECTIVE
and receive quite a-lot in re- tween the hours of two o'clock
church at 7.30 p.m.
• ••
and five o'clock in the after•••
turn.
White works wonders in a
We reserve the
THRU WED.
The group is also haring a 000n.
The hostesses presented miss
The Faxon Mothers Club will
gf scheme. It can calm
meet at the school at 1:30 pm. book study this month entitled,
right to limit quantities
down
WTI W
would otherwise he
Dec. 4th 1968..
•••
"Into Aztec Land" Mrs Janice Cook with a silver casserole a busy
room
or
it
can
brighdish
and
a
silver
None sold to dealers.
bread tray.
The Flint Baptist Church Chapman will be in charge of
Miss Cook and Mr Duncan ten up a listless room. Update
WMS will meet at the church the study.
FOLGERS
will be married at the Hazel your rooms with white throw
at seven p.m.
Baptist Church in Hazel, Satur- pillows. Remember too, that
•• •
Church WILS will meet at the
day afternoon, December 21 at black, in its way can do the
Drip, Reg., or Electruperk
Mrs. Lloyd Cornell will pre- church at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. four
same. — Mrs. Juanita Amoo'clock.
sent the program at the meet- Brigham Futrell as program
nett.
•••
- Limit 2 Cans
ing of the Elm Grove Baptist Leader.
•• •
•• •
Church WMS at the church at
HORTICtULTURE PROJECTS
The First Baptist Church
seven pin.
POPLAR WITH 4-H YOUTH. In
• ei*I'
•• •
WKS will meet at the church
4-H,, learning by doing is a
at 9:30 am with Mrs. Robert
Mendes% December 5
Ewen Magness Beach of key philosophy in
project work,
Hi-C
Kirksey Route One has been and right now
The Town and Country Home- C Miller as program leader.
On14 The Finest FOOJS
nearly 200 thous•••
dismissed from the Western and youth are doing
makers Club will meet at the
all flavors
their share
home of Mrs. Robert Hopkins, The annual dessert benefit Baptist Hospital. Paducah
of learning by doing in at least
•••
Cardinal Drive, at 6:30 p.m. card party will be held at the
4P
Woman's
at
House
Murray
Club
Robert Jameson of Murray one program — Horticulture.
for its Christmas dinner meet1 30 p.m., sponsored by the Gar- Route Two has been a patientl Its broad scope covers ornamening.
•••
den Department of the Murray at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah
tal gardening, raising produce
•.•
for home use and for sale arThe Good Shepherd United Woman's Club. Tickets are one
Golf
widows
looking
for chitectural landscaping,
Methodist Church WSCS will dollar each and may be pur- stocking stuffers for
and
hubby
meet at the church at two pm chased from members or at the Christmas have It made at keeping up the home grounds.
A
46 oz con
door.
Any
boy
or girl between nine
with Mrs Allen Poole in charge
firm's packaged three golf
•••
the program.
balls to look like a snowman, and nineteen years of age in: Un-Sofety in Numbers
FOOD DEPARTMENT STORES
•• •
complete with a top hat and terested in starting a 4-H horNEW YORK (UPI; — A bow tie.
ticultural project can do -so by
The Kirksey Baptist Church
WKS will have its week of stranger can make your birth71re 6 Rubber Co.). contacting their County Extens•
• • •
ion Office. — Mrs. Dean Ropprayer program at the church day an occasion for celebration
for him, not for you. The
A new window shade is of er.
at 6:30 pm
•••
stranger in this case is the tightly woven fiberglass which
•••
CREDIT — Can be dangerous
Baptist thief who can get into your provides semi-opaque light
Grove
The. Elm
safe without cracking it.
control. Done in neutrals of If you use it wrongly. Use it
Church WMS will meet at the
So don't use the date of birth off-white or desert tan, it can carefully and wisely.
If you
church at 1 30 p.m. with Mrs as the easy-to
-remember lock be gone over lightly with a sign a contract, read and underWO This Coupon and Purchase of
Jessie Roberts as program lea- combination when you set the damp. sudsy cloth because dirt stand the contract.
Contracts
numerical series. advises Sher- cannot penetrate its vinyl coatder
legal
are
documents.
You are
Ericluding—Milir, Milk
•• •
man Van Andel, security spe- ing. The manufacturer
also responsible for what you sign.
Products& Tobacco
The First Baptist Church cialist of the Burns Detective calls it flame-proof and with Never sign a blank contract.
WMS will meet at the church Agency The smart yegg tries built-in wrinkle recover, to
COUPON fXPIRESWed Dec. 4thWhen you buy something
1968
it 930 am with Mrs. Bob RH- to find out when you were hold its shape in all weather. "on time", you agree: (1)
to
born
If Viet numerical series It also is Sanitize against
Redeem Coupon at
lington as program leader
make payments to repay your
doesn't work, he'll look for the bacteria, mold or mildew.
•••
COOPER-MARTIN FOOD STORE
debt, (2) you do not own what
right numbers on your calendar
(Joanna
Western
Mills
December
Co
6
Friday,
pad or on the underside of 2141 S. Jefferson St..
you bought
final pay.
Chicago
Baptist
Grove
Elm
The
your blotter
ment. (3) not to sell or rii‘,‘e
ini ).
•

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4147
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COOPER -MARTIN
Murray's Finest Food Stott
* EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
*QUALITY STAMPS
LOW PRICE FEATURES

0. A. Robinsons
At Dinner,
48th Anniversary

•• •

•

n

Flint YWA's Visit
The Paradise Home
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THE LEDGER 4 TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

December 1. Phone 753-3001. Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
D-2-C
D-3-C Main.

EVERY MONDAY night, 5:00
p. m. to 10:00 p. m., '4 fried
thicken,
whipped
potatoes,
country gravy, colt slaw, rolls
butter,
and
$1.00. Holiday Inn.
Hwy. 641 South, Murray, XY•
Dec.-35C

speth; six lots In Bishops East to James D. Shaffer and Rosalee
View Addition.
Shaffer; property in Calloway'
Farms and Homes, Inc., Ben- County.
ton, to Robert E. Towery and
Noble Farris and Owen Farris
Kirksey Sub- to Harold Ezell and Estelle EzeAffidavitt of descent of Allie Myra Towery; lot in
ll; lot in Center Ridge Site SubJones, died October 6, 1968, to division.
division.
Noble Jones.
Farms and Homes, Inc., BenHoward Bazzell and Dorothy
Noble Jones to Katherine Hudton; tor5inesak D. Crick and Vicki Sue Bazzell to William T. EdG. Crick; lot)ln Kirksey Subdiv- wards, Gela W. Edwards, Dan
ision.
B, Edwards and Saundra S. EdC. C. Buchanan and Gladys V. wards: lot in Calloway County.
Buchanan of Nashville, Tenn., to
Lakeway Shores, Inc., lot in LaThe first dry cereal with a
keway Shores,
graham flavor is presweetened
Elvin Lee and Maydell Lee to It makes a nutritious snack,
Jean Colson, property in Callow- eaten like crackers, or can be
crumbled to use for pie crust.
ay County.
(General Mills Crackers).
Cook
and
Nelda
Cook
Curtice
usual request, the Kentuckian slats half-way up three of its
said, members of the 378th vol- sides and a corrugated metal
unteered to look for suitable roof.
parts by sounding out their salto Saturday's Puzzle
News of the bell spread rapidROSSWORD PUZZLE
vage pieces with a hammer. ly and the 378th now has orders
Finding that the truck wheels for replicas from chaplains of
UWO 00 WOMUU
ACROSS
4-Festive
UMOWOU 0U0000
had a distinctive ring, the com- the 101st Airborne Division and
5-Pays
attention
UM
IA0000017 00
1-Possesses
pany put its welders to work on
54th Artillery Group.
M0 M006 OR3M
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the project. The finished product
The belltower at the 90th
CMOM OODU 000
9-Definite article
7 Pose for
'was embellished with a coat of serves not only as a call to wor12-Period of time
BROOD 010100
portrait
23-Eagle's
nest
OOMG 0Q0O
metallic grey paint, Brown said. ship, but as a monument to the
8-Gull-like bud
14-Ventilate
OU 0000
The tower, erected by mem- ingenuity of the American ser15-Baby's
9 Pounded down
01009 61000
plaything
bers of the 90th, has wooden
viceman, Brown said.
10-Part of body
MOO 0000 MM
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16-Walk on
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2
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32-Obstruct
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31 Young boy
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nymph
55-Rodent
34-Faroe Islands
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56-The self
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43-Weaken
57-Encountered
WHEN CONTRACTING
--••;"
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35-Speck
waste
59-Browin
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OUT WORK, AN AGREEMENT
28-Lock of hair
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47-Born
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30-Haul
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thread
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INSPECT SITE
RULE Si HAVE DRAFT
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Land
Transfers

THE
NOT1C11

TWO-BEDROOM
vale lot. Couple
Phone 753-5617 days,
evenings.

on priferred.
53-5332,
D-3-C

FOR SALE

1963 DODGE 330, 4-door sedan,
V-8 automatic. 1963 Ford Fairlane 500, 2-door hardtop V-8,
straight shift with overdrive.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of 6th and Main. D-2-C

Army Chaplain From Cadiz
Rings 'Trucks' In Vietnam

ELECTROLUX SALES h Set PIANO. Like new, $350.00.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
vice, Boa 113 Murray, 1Ly, C. Phone 753-5480.
11-3-C
LONG BINH, Vietnam, Nov.
NICE
WOODED residential lot, 30
ge M. Sanders. Phone 1182417E.
-Newly arrived troops at the
LIKE
NEW,
Fleetwood
Mo1965
150' x 250'. Call 753-7720. ITC
Lynnville, Ky.
90th Replacement Battalion are
bile Home, 60' x 10', 3-bedroom,
brick on now greeted by the pealing of a
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFT- air-conditioned, already set up THREE-BEDROOM
Murray Woman's Club cook- in nice trailer court. Call 753- Keeneland Drive, large den, two chapel bell, fashioned from, of
1
2-ton truck
books and
Kentucky scenic 9139 before 6 p. m., 753-5487 ceramic tiled baths, central all things, salvage 2/
D-2-P heating and air, with transfer- parts, according to Battalion
placemats Call 436-2345 or 753- after 6 p. in.
able 6% VA loan. Call 753-6803 Chaplain (Major) Jack E. Brown
4498 for information. Dec.-1$.0
DIAMONDS area girl's best for appointment.
D-5-P of Cadiz, Ky.
SALLY's in-laws coming She friend- until she finds Blue
-foot
carpets. BRICK HOUSE; time bedrooms, The bell, housed in a 15
didn't fluster-cleaned the car- Lustre for cleaning
pets with Blue Lustre. Rent Rent electric shampooer $1. two bathe, castes esperies tower, was dedicated recently in
a ceremony beneath the newly
D-7-C and earpct througlatmL
di electric shampooer $1. Western Western Auto Store.
edifice just outside
constructed
appointfoe
733-117117
Call
WO.
Auto Store.
D-2-C 1966
IMPALA 2-door hardtop. ment
TIC the battalion chapel.
1967
RCA color TV-Stereo com1969 CALENDAR PAD refills
In dedication remarks punctufor desk calendar stands are now bination, 22 foot Chris Craft NICE 3-Bedroom brick, air-con- ated by the staccato clapping of
in stock. Buy them, or come in cabin cruiser. Phone 753-6265. ditioner. Priced to sell. Phone helicopter blades, Chaplain
D-2-C 753-7550.
and order larger quantities,
D-5-C (Lieutenant Colonel) D. R. Sathfrom Ledger & Times Office
er, USARV deputy staff chap30-INC TAPPAN free-standing
WANTED TO RENT
Supply Department.
D-7-NC electric range, like new. Phone
lain, said, "The tower has been
D.3.c WANTED: Garage for one or 'constructed to remind people oi
ADVERTISING and Commerciel 753-2972.
more cars. Phone 753-73I7 or God. To each person hearing the
Photography, Interior, exterior
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, will 7539664
TIC bell, it will have a different
dk and aerial
photographs. For
meaning."
w further information call 753- sell cheap. Phone 753-6142.
D-3-P
HELP WANTED
The bell was designed and
3007 or 753-7430.
D4NC
built by members of the 378th
SIX MONTHS old Grindll
EXTRA INCOME
REDUCE SAFE and fast with
Maintenance Support Company,
Spinet piano. Take over payOPPORTUNITY
GoBes• tablets and EV69 ments or cash.
Phone 489-3631. Reliable man or woman. No and the tower by members of
"water pills' Holland Drugs.
D-3-C selling. Refill and collect from the 90th. Two truck wheels were
141TP
welded together to form the bell,
ADORABLE WHITE Toy minia- new type coin-operated dispen- and a lifting shackle from a
ANN COLSON is now employed ture pekingese puppies, ARC sers in your area. We secure
front bumper serves as a hangat The Hairdresser, 202 S. 6th. registered. Perfect Christmas locations. Must have oar, refering loop atop the bell. The clapCall 753-3530 for appointment. gifts. Phone 753-7754.
D-3-C ences, $650 to $2,000 each in- per, which resembles a ball peen
vestment, for equipment and
D-4C
hammer, was made from scrap
•
PEP UP with Zippies "Pep inventory. Ten hours weekly
lathe.
NOTICE
Pills" nonhabit-torming. Only can net excellent income. For metal turned on a
Chaplain Brown said they had
$1.96, Holland Drugs.
personal
interview,
write,
inWM'
All persons having claims acluding phone number, to, Cal- been trying to get a bell from
5
-YEAR-OLD
Setter
bird
dog, Ton Supply Company, Inc., 800 the states, but upon reading of a
H.
Robert
of
estate
patriot the
broke. Phone 753-5086 or 753- Bryan Avenue, Lexington, KenCrouse, deceased, or indebted 3263.
bell in Da Nang fashioned from
D-4-C tucky 40505.
D-4-P salvage oxygen tanks, decided to
to him, shall make settlement
DIAMONDS are a girl's best
improvise one of their own.
LOST AND POUND
with the undersigned on or
friend-until she finds Blue
When presented with the unbefore the 27th ckay of March, Lustre for cleaning
carpets. LOST: 5 months old female
Rent electric shampooer $1. Tid- pointer pup lemon and white,
•1969.
well's Paint Store.
D-7-C heavily ticked. Reward. Billy
Broach 498-8326.
D-3-C
Rebecca Crouse
USED BEDROOM furniture.

C

uom

Good condition, 753-7665. D-4-P

•

;1

Consistent
Murray, Kentucky 43071 TWO unfurnished roams d:wnstairs. closo in. Elderly cruple
or lady preferrea. Teeph-ne,
lighte, and water - furnished. ..QRANCIE. Calif. t UPI)_The
SIRVICIS OFFIRID
$25.00 a month. Call 753-6173. Orange Lionettes have been
D-4-C the most consistent winners of
FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and
the world championship title in
ISPAIRS or REMODELING.
women's softball, capturing
'1110111 estimate& Call 75146123
the crown in 1950, 1951, 1952,
Or 43144651.
Doc--17-C
AUTOMOSILES FOR SALE
1955, 1956 and 1962.
NOTICE: We repair. all makes 1965 CHRYSLER New YorkerVacuum cleaners, toasters, mix- town sedan with factory air, -ers, irons, heaters, all small power steering and brakes and
appliances. Ward & Elkins, 409 power seats 1966 Chevrolet %Dec.-26-C ton pick-up truck, V-8 autoMaple.
matic'
transmission,
power
WILL DO baby sitting in my
brakes, radio, brand new set of
753.
Phone
night.
or
day
home,
D-3-C white wall tires Cain and Tay.
6185.
•
tor Gulf Station Corner of 6th
D-2-C
and Main.

GET
RID OF
PESTS

1963 OLDSMOBILE 88. 4-door
hard-top with factory air and
double power 1966 Chevrolet
I pick-up truck, 6 cylinder, straight shift. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
D-2-C

THEY WON'T LEAVE
ON THEIR OWN
4
TERMITES
Go right on eating if you
ignore them. The answer.
Kelly's Pest Control!

ye the
ntities
:alers.

Locally owned and operat
ed for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.
st_t?SIF IT'S A PESUIr
Phon• 75
•
Member Chamber of,,
Commerce and Builders
Association. LCP-195 •

[ELY'S PES
LONTROI.
Phone 71.3- ltl
Located 100 So. 13th St.
1113-C

SPANN & WILSON
Murray, Ky.
205 S. 4th
TF

FOR RANT
2-BEDROOM house and 17 a
now.
60' trailer. Available
D-2-P
*Phone 492-8404.
reasonable.
10' x 50' TRAILER.
N-30-C
Phone 753-5209
FURNISHED apartment, three
hest.
rooms and bath, electric
D-3-C
Phone 436-2323.

1965 CHRYSLER Newport, 4
door hardtop with factory air,
power steering and brakes and
4 brand new tires. 1967 Opal
Cadet Rally, red and black, 4in-the-floor. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station, Corner of 6th and
Main.
D-2-C
1962 PONTIAC Star Chief, 4.
door hard-top, with factory air,
power steering and brakes and
tinted glass. 1958 Ford 4-door
sedan, in fair condition. Cheap
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station
Corner of 6th and Main. D-2-C

NIXON AIDE Robert F. Ellsworth (above) will be a top
aide to President-elect Nixon. Ellsworth, 42, is a former Kansas congressman.

1963 BUICK Skylark, 2-door
hard-top with power steering
and brakes, and tinted glass.
1962 Pontiac Catalina, 2-door i
ll
hard-top with air-conditioning,
Ilk
power steering and brakes, and
tinted windshield. Cain and
'
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Main.
D-2-'C

SPECIFICATIONS

e.

by Charles M. Schulz

HELLO,CHUCK?
(
THIS IS
PEPPERMINT

CM MAKING OUT MY CHRISTMAS
CARD LIST, rPUCK,AND I WANTED
TO KNOW LiCA/R ADDRESS 501 COULD
SURPRISE • WITH ,A CARD...

BUT NOW THE SURPRISE 15 GONE,
ISN'T IT ?WELL, I'LL JUST SEND
LOUR CARP TO SOMEONE ELSE
501 GUESS I LOON'? NEED'?OUR
ADDRESS..FORGET I CALLED,CHUCK

I•ouo• 1,.•••

'2-2

by Ernie Bushrniller
WHAT ARE YQ U
- DOING UP THERE?

LET'S PLAY
"SCHOOL-",-.

be_

Abbie'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

honsimmumpo
UNEXPECTEDLY,SLATS FINDS HIMSELF
IN PARIS, EMPLOYED BY THE WEALTHY
MRS. CALHOUN -AND SEARC.HING FOR
THE REAL ROWENA SCRAPPLE.

YES.M. I THOUGHT
IV CHECK THE
AMERICAN EMBASSY.
MAYBE THEY GOT
A LINE ON
HER.

WHY con.T YOU TRY THE
OFFICES OF NE AMERICAN
JOURNAL? MOST
AMERICANS OVER
HERE SUBSCRIBE
TO IT.

4
.7

1965 PONTIAC 4-door hardtop
with power steering and brakes.
1964 Pontiac Grand Prix, factory air, power steering and
brakee and vinyl roof. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
8th and Main.
D-2-C
1963 BUICK Skylark, automatic,
with power steering and brakes
1964 Buick LaSabre, 2-door
hard-top with air and power
steering and brakes. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Main.
D-2-C
1965 CHEVROLET Impala 4door sedan with factory air and
double power. 1962 Chevrolet
Impala station wagon, power
steering and brakes with automatic transmission Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Main.
D-2-C

'61 CHEVROLET pick-up truck.
JOSEPH N I X 0 N, younger
First class shape. Danny Manbrother of the presidentning, 2 miles northeast of Kirkelect, is expected to be an
sey.
D-2-P
appointee in the new admin1963 PONTIAC Catalina 4-door istration in Washington. He
apartfurnished
DOWNSTAIRS
electric sedan 1963 Ford Galaxie 500. Is shown digging into paper
ment, newly decorated,
Available 4-door sedan Gain and Taylor work in his New York office.
heat Couples only

•

mom

EC

Peanuts®

Route 2
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by Al Capp
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AH ACCEP'S
TM'HONOR!!

ISSUE HIM HIS
EQUIPMENT-

PAOE MOM

TR R

Afraid of Friday 13th?
Well, Many People Are!

LEDGER

&

TIME, —

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

'Mrs. Freeman Tells ACE Of
Library Study Trip Abroad

MONDAY

DECEMBER 2, 1968

Smuggling of Stolen British Antiques
Has Greatly Increased, Say Police

di
delegates to an
A library study trip to Europe ty of senn8
by MICHAS. MAAS
International study conIlly JOSEPH WHITT
mummer was "fit beyond ACE
last
Writtrn EspuctaLly or Central
ference in Houston, Tex.
Central Press Association
greatest
my
expectations,"
Prtsa arid This Neaspaper
Correspondent
county branch received
Mrs. Olga Freeman of Hazel The
LONDON
Smuggling stolen
recognition in the November
THEFtE'S A BAD DAY and
told the Henry County Amocia
b
British
tis
ehantiques is a booming
maybe a black cat --around the
Lion for Childhood Education 'sale of Childhood Education,
corner for many a superstitious
the official magazine of ACE,for
Monday night_
Police say that most of the
American Friday, Dec. 13.
Mrs
Freeman
showed
dides
antiques missing in this country
These folk see it as "black
National
its
thearts
Proiec
Ch
t
iidr
ofer:
's
P°
Th
illw
eate
l
of her trip to eight European!
- worth about 25 million pounds
Friday." the day when their
countries in July and Augug for the county's elementary or $60 million have been smugfear of the number 13 comes to
gled into the United States,
JAMES G. STO10ES
She was one of 34 librarian" Pop ll&
the forefront They see it in
South America and Europe.
&Dm 12 gates making the tour
terms of black cats. icy sideCadet
James
G. Stokes, son
During the past year antique
walks, banana peela runaway
of Mr. & Mrs. Edward P.
The purpose of the tour, Mr
robberies have increasei by
skateboards, roller skates on
Stokes,
Sr.,
of
Mayfield,
KenFreeman pointed out, was to
more than 30 per cent in Bristairs, and various other taboos
•
tucky, has been named as "Ca- ,it European librazies and pubtain, which has the largest
and forms of bad luck
det of the `Seek" at Murrey Wising
stock of fine arts in the world.
houses, to meet librarians. (Cantinuied From Pens 1)
The superstition is very real.
State l'niversio. Murray, KenArt treasures, police believe,
Estimates are that it costs
of finally battled
authors
and
lecturers
tucky, November 26, 1968.
out,
killing at
American industry $254) million
Cadet Stokes, is a freshman children's books and to see least seven Communists The are taken out of the country by
"tourists," by Britons going to
in lost work time and other upat Murray State majoring in Bus- historical castles, cathedrals,
Marines suffered 28 men wound- live abroad, and by "dealers"
heavals of normal operations
bless, and is enrolled in the Mil- museums and galleries.
who export them through legitievery time Friday the thirteenth
ed.
itary Science program there.
The librarians gathered Inappears Many businessmen simAs the battles flared and as mate shipping companies.
Cadet Stokes, B Co was selecply won't make a deal on that
hit four One dealer, now serving a
ted by Cadet Lieutenant Colonel formation on the European guerrilla artillery
A George IV bedroom in Brighten. A room sedt as this, fell of
day, and in the Midwest police
Ferguson, Battalion Commander, background of many of the South Vietnamese cities today, prison sentence for selling stol- antiques, is today's prime target of a "screwsman," say police,
en
antiques,
records show an odd drop in
Battalion,
told police, "Once-for his outstanding I fairy
1st
tales, folklore and legends Saigon government sources said the
goods are across the Atlan- that crooked dealers are hiring
-Today London is the head •
crime on the day of the jinxes.
military appearance and bearing
President Bguyen Van Thieu
tic,
out of approximately eight hund- for children, she said. Her
• • •
nobody
cares where they "screwsmen- i a nickname for of the international antique
almost
had
completed
prepara- came
red cadets. The award, accord- slides were of France, Switzerantique thieves) to bring in business. We have WO antique
THE superstition goes furtions for sending his delegation glad from. Dealers are only too Items from famous British
ing to Col. Eff W. Birdsong, Jr., land and England.
art dealers, 160 picture dealers, 340
to get the antiques to sell."
ther than Friday the 13th. Many
• • •
Professor of Military Science,
"Take at least one such trip to delayed war settlement talks
collections.
art dealers and countless junk
people have it the year round_
lions of the highest honors which :in your lifetime," Mrs. Freeman in Paris.
shops. With so much stuff
POLICE believe most counAthletes, for example. avoid it
A
retired
"screwsman"
exThe Marines had been driv- try-house hauls-can be achieved by a cadet in the urged teachers.
especially plained, "The 20,000-pound sil- around, the screwsman is a hapas a uniform number. Many
ROTC program.
Keep your fingers crossed,
ing against the 150 North Viet- from such stately homes as
hotels won't seat 13 at a table
In
a
brief
ver haul from Lord Fitzwilliam's py man."
business
se:non
Cadet Stokes was presented
yews" fellow,
namese and Viet Cong in one those of Lord Fitzwilliam -are
or put the number on doors;
mansion was this kind of job.
The police inspector comwith the -Cadet of the Week' conducted by the association area of operation Didge City, a
out of the country before they Those boys were very selective plained that there was too little
some buildings don't list the were joined by a person named ribbon which remains
in his president, Mrs. Lou Ann Eastep, 4,000-man Leatherneck drive a- can
act.
13th floor as such. They may I Loki, god of mischief, who made personal possession. Future se- the group discussed
in what they took."
co-operation from foreign police
the possibili- gainst the guerrillas
harassing "Our job is especially hard,"
call it 12A or skip it entirely. • i the number 13. A guest was lections would entitle him to wear
unless something famous -lIlç
—
• • •
the outskirts of Da Nang, 360 said a police inspector, "because
Some airlines eliminate seat slain and the number took on a cluster on the ribbon for each
a Goya or a Rembrandt --- haN
"A MODERN screwsman has been stolen "Once the antique
miles north of Saigon.
art objects that are more than
No. 13, and years ago a steam- an unlucky reputation for Fri- time chosen.
tap had to postpone its Friday day meals.
Military spokesmen said 370 100 years old and worth less to be an expert. My field has al- Is out of Britain," he said, "the
ahe 13th sailing date to Europe
Doctors, educators, and others
Communists have been killed than 2,000 pounds 4$4.1400) are ways been silver, and my work- thieves are safe."
because of passenger protests.
allowed out of the country manual is a book called 'A
reject the tales as just that—
in Dodge City,
Said Lord Fitzwilliam, "They
Italy has a national lottery, tales. Some call the superstiGuide to Marks of Origin on
without an export license.
but No 13 is not among the tions
"The demand for silver, es- British and Irish Silver Plate," must indeed feel safe. The gang
Lions an outgrowth of mythol- t
THE OU)PATTUARDI
that robbed me left a note:
numbers. Many French and
pecially Georgian silver, is he continued.
Others call them the prod.
SURE LOCKS 6000
"We'll be back for the rest
Germans omit 13 in the count- uct of lively imaginations.
growing. Twenty years ago sil"Getting the goods out is
• • •
ing, be it on houses, hotels or .
ver brought in less than any easy. The officials don't show later.'
whatever. Paris goes halfway.1 YET IT'S doubtful that e%,,- F.
other antique. Now silver --- and much interest in crates marked
Said the police inspector,
.The number used after 12 there , the superstitious are that way
other art objects is in short 'Antiques.' When I was a work- "That'll become the screw%
,or 12A.
usually is 121
about money The dollar bill.
supply. The dealers are desper- ing screwsman. things were man's motto if we don't tali?
by Ted Howard
Still other Frenchmen make for example. LS loaded with 13s
ate."
tougher because antiques re- the boom out of smugglmg
Are /Extension Specialist
mcney through the superstition, on its backside to represent the
The recent robberies suggest mained inside Britain.
, stolen antiques."
In Dairying
going for hire to parties, wed- original 13 states. It shows a
The Purchase Area Dairy prodings and banquets to push the., pyramid with 13 steps and an Sam and Dave, one of the
guest total to 14. People in eagle v.ith 13 arrows and 13 beet-known "soul music" two- gram must have cows on pro-1'
-P:
'
Motorists who %ant average Bad Days
sisme parts of the world still, leaves, a Lail with 13 feathers, somes in the entertainment • duction testing to realize the.
Check Fan Speed
believe the first to rise from a I 13 stripes on its shield. and 13 tworid, will perform at Murray great potential that we have as
SAN FRANCI5C0 (TJFI)
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) — tire tread wear should drive in
a dairy area.
table of 13 will die before tise stars over its head,
State University Dec. 4.
Proper fan speed is an Im- the 60 mile per hour range and More than one-third of the
year is over In other countries.
We might ask ourselves, if
highway accidents occur on
The number hasn't been un- Sponsored by the student govportant factor in helping to keeo tires properly inflated.
the belief is that the last to rise lucky for the nation. Washing- rnment. the program is sched- we are serious about strength-i -3• • •
Saturdays and Sundays, acAte' keep the engine from overheat— --„,_-_,
will die.
ton took command of the Revo- tied
No striped snake native to cording to the National Autouled for 8 p
ing, says the California State
in the Univer- ening the total dairy industry Reelo --....- .-.. -_
•
•
•
Don't yea start tire lire — Automobile Association.
of Kentucky, increasing the
lutionary Army on Friday the
the United States is known to mobile Club
fieldhouse.
HOW DID the superstition 13th, coristrucUon of the current
be poisonous.
competitive position of Kenthat gads Its life!
Together for seven years. tucks' milk producers and at'
White House began on that
arm' The tales are many
Sam
and
Dave have appeared the same time realizing a greatOne is that the number be- date. Georgia was settled then.
came a bad luck omen because Arkansas signed its constitu- throughout the world and have er share of the potential dairy
of Friday's connection with the tion, and the first North Ameri- had a number of ha records on profits that Kentucky offers?
Crucifixion and the appearance can election was held
the Memphis-based Stax label If so, then it is imperative that
of 13 persons at the Last SupDespite all the "good luck In 1967 they played in Europe more dairymen
enroll in one of
omens." Friday the 13th will with the Stax-Volt Revue, along
Per
Another tale is from a Norse still be a day when many per- with such top acts as Otis Red- the three production testing
programs. Trends point to the
myth that 12 persons at a ban- sons will wish they had stayed ding, Carla'['homes, Booker
T. fact that dairymen of the future,
quet in Valhalla one Friday in bed
and the MGs. and Eddie Floyd will by necessity, place more
! and the Mar-Keys
emphasis on records in the manThe two Miamians earned agement of his dairy program.
Kentucky ranks tenth among
their first gold record in the
fall of 1967 with the sensational all states in terms of dairy cow
!hit "Soul Man." which sold more numbers and has been called
than a million copies. They fol- I the "Wil°°112411 of the South"
•••
ter.
lowed that record up with an This is a figure to which all
11•-• have
album of the same name that I dairymen
contributed.
However, the production testquickly became a best-seller.
Billing themselves as the ing program in Kentucky rank-Double Dynamite Duo," they ed 49th during the current year.
made their first record entitled Only 7 percent of Kentucky
-It Was So Nice While It Last- cows were on either DHIA,
ed" in 1965. Since then they Owner Sampler or WADAM
have had a number of hits. in- compared to 22.4 percent for
eluding "I Take What I Want," the United States
The cows cm Kentucky's DR.
"A Place Nobody Can Find,"
IA program for the past 10
land "Hold On I'm Comm''
years have averaged a little
Tickets are $2 and $250 and more than two tons more milk
are avadhle at several places, per cow than non-DHIA herds.
Max Russell. concert chairman, The only apparent difference
mud tickets may be obtained between these herds is the inby sending a check to the stu- formation available to the testdent government office at the ed herd from the production
university or calling that office Jesting program The two ton
to have tickets held in reserve
in milk production
4
at the door. Several places'in between the tented and non.
Paducah. Benton. Mayfield and tested cows represent approxiMurray are aLeo h1ndling ticket mately $200 per cow per year
11111r.
•
sales
Since we feel the most profitable way of improving production levels is through participating in production record
programs, a series of 3 meetings
Federal Site Market News will be held on December 2 and
Service 12-2-68 Kentucky Pur- 13 as follows:
chase-Area Hog Market Report
1:00 p. m. — December 2 —
Includes 9 Buying S':.tions.
Mayfield Courthouse, Extension
Receipts 2629 Head, Barrows Aisembly Room.
and Gills 50e Lower, Sees, Ste7:30 p. in. — December 2 —
7
ady.
LaCenter-Ballard Extension AsYou see more and more Chevy pickups
for kingsize camper 6/odies. Just add
US 2-3 190-240 iris $18.00-18 50, sembly Room.
in the most unexpected places And why
things like air conditioning and bucket
1:00 p. in. — December 3 —
Few 1 & 2 11875.
not! They look great anywhere.
seats and you have more luxury than you'll
.
US 2-4 200-240 lbs $17.26-18 00; Clinton Hickman Extension AsWe give Chevy pickups strength without' find in the average second car.
L'S 2-4 230-260 lbs $16.50-17.25; sembly Room.
the trucky muscle-bound look. And you'll
Let your Chevrolet dealer tell you all
Dr Darwin Braund, UK ExI'S 34 260-280 lbs $16.25-17.75
find a Chevy a pleasure to drive.
IF WEATHER CONDITIONS Ilat YOU, consider how the going
about the smooth ride, the long-lasting
Let's say you select-s CST (Custom
SOWS:
tension Specialist in Dairy Scirrif the U.S ath Infantry Division near Tan
toughness and particularly the low cost of
Sport Truck) . . . or the long wheelbase
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $14 50 1500; ence, will be the main speaker
a new Chevy pickup. After all, good looks
Tru in South Vietnam's Mekong Delta
Chevrolet is more truck
Longhorn pickup that's made especially
US 1-3 300450 lbs 113 00-14 50. and I will guarantee that you
aren't everything!
...day in day out day off.
I'S 2-3 400-600 lbs 11250 13 CIO will enjoy his presentation.
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U. S. HOOPS..

More Cows
Sam And Dave Needed In
Will Appear The Purchase
D
ecember 4

Chevy Fleetside isn't just the best
looking pickup on the road...

difference

Market Report

but also at supermarkets...m the woods...on Saturday chores...at the beach...
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2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE

Buy One Pair At Regular Price Get A Second Pair Free!!
This offer includes Men's, Womens'and Childrens' Shoes!

tylf4

You can mix them when buying, so bring the whole family!
5 10 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky

AMILY SHOE $TO

Glenn C. Wooden, Owner
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